Title word cross-reference

# [Dew17, Duf08a, FM09a]. #1
[Duf08b, Shu93]. #100 [Bri12a]. #101
[Obr12a]. #102 [Obr12b]. #103 [Pan12a]. #104 [Kan12a]. #105 [Bri12b]. #106
[Bri12c]. #136 [Puc17]. #137 [Bri17a]. #138 [dev17a]. #139 [dev17b]. #140
[Qui17]. #141 [Dev17c]. #142 [Ano17a]. #143 [Ano17b]. #144 [Ano17c]. #145
[Reb17b]. #146 [Moy17a]. #147 [Moy17b]. #148 [Moy17c]. #149 [Moy17d]. #150
[Dew17]. #151 [Moy17c]. #2
[Duf08c, Hir94c]. #22 [DFGZ09]. #23
[Duf09a]. #24 [Duf09b]. #25 [Bri09a]. #26
[Duf09c]. #27 [Dew09a]. #28 [Dew09b]. #29 [Obr09]. #30 [Bar09b]. #31 [Dew09c].
#32 [Bar09c]. #33 [Bar09d]. #34 [Bar09e]. #36 [Bar09g]. #37 [Bar09h]. #38
[Bar09j]. #39 [Rog09a]. #40 [Och09a]. #41 [FM09b]. #42 [Bar09b]. #43 [Bar09d].
#44 [Duf09d]. #45 [Bar09f]. #46 [Duf09d]. #47 [Bar09g]. #48 [Och09b].
#49 [Bar09h]. #50 [Bar09i]. #51 [Hea08a]. #52 [Bri09a]. #53 [Hea09a]. #54
[Och09b]. #55 [Och09c]. #56 [MC09a]. #57 [Och09d]. #58 [Och09e]. #59 [Cha09].
#60 [Hea08b]. #61 [MC09b]. #62 [MC09c]. #63 [Dis09]. #64 [Bri09d]. #65 [Bri11a].
[Bri11d]. #72 [Bri11e]. #73 [Bri11f]. #74 [Bri11g]. #75 [Bri11h]. #76
[Hea08c]. #77 [Bri11i]. #78 [Bri11j]. #79 [Bri11k]. #80 [Bri11l]. #81 [Bri11m].
#82 [Bri11n]. #83 [Moy11a]. #84 [Qui11a]. #85 [Moy11b]. #86 [Qui11b]. #87 [Qui11c].
#88 [Och12a]. #89 [Pan12b]. #89 [Pan12c]. 
#89 [Pan12d]. #89 [Pan12e]. #89 [Bri12d]. #89 [Bri12e]. 
+ [Nyb07]. 10th [Ano00]. 2 [Reb17a]. 3 [Reb17b]. 8 [SGW90a]. = [Nyb07]. sm [Sil98]. 
st [Ano99a]. th [Ano02d]. μ [PV98]. 

05 [RC10a].


2 [Car06b, LVTL22, Moy17b, dev17b]. 2.0 [Wis99]. 2000 [Ano00k, Ano00v]. 2001 [Ano00j, Ano01b, Ano02b]. 2002 [Ano02a, Ano02c, Ano02e]. 2005 [Bar07b, BW07b, BW07a, Car06a, Car06b, CH06, CR07, CR05, Dew06, Duf08b, Duf08c, Duf08a, Ler03, McC06a, MPV10, WM10, MS04, MK05, MC09b, Moo10, Och09a, PdlPH+07, RM07, RT09, Ta06, UPRZ07, WB07a, WB07b, WMAB10, WB10a, Whi10, ZBW07]. 2006 [Ano06f]. 2012 [BT14, Car17, EGC13, HG14, LWB13, Moy17a, Moy17b, Moy17c, Rui13, SC13, Sch10b, SP12, Tro12, WGC17]. 2014 [CAC+13, EH13, HG14]. 2018 [MH20]. 2020 [Bur13b]. 2022


3 [Moy17c]. 3Cs [LWF91].

4th [Rog09e].

5G [ICS22]. 5th [Ano92a].

6 [Ano99i, Cle86]. 60 [HvKPT87]. 653 [GZdlP15, Tok03]. 6th [Ano93b, BW93b, Ano93k]. 780 [SHLR80]. 7th [Ano92b].

802.1AS [TPG21]. '82 [CF82]. 83 [BT14, Dew09d].

'91 [ACM91b, ACM91a]. '91/Summer [ACM91b]. '92 [Ano92f, Ano92n, Ano92o, Ano92m]. '93 [Ano93n, Ano93o, Ano93p, Ano93l]. '94 [Ano93m, Ano94h, Gau95, bY94]. 94C [Che09]. '95 [Ano95m, AR95, And04, Bal95b, Bal97, BHD98, Bar01, BBB98, Bot99b, Bro97, Bro98b, BDT99, BM97, CSH03, Che97, Col99a, CR05, Cra95, DCM97, Dew09d, DPB+97, Dor99, GD00, Gau96, GSX99, Gib00, Hai00, HCBM98a, HCBM98b, HDHH98, KF98, Kie97, KR01b, Lit97, LKN97, MP98, MY98, Moe97, Mor96a, Mor96b, PV98, PV99a, PS06, Pow97, PDSN97, Pri96, Pri01, RW99, RDS98, RLPD98, Ros96, SS97, Ta91a, Ta01c, TNGC05, UKDH97, VGD+97, WBB99, WBP97, WJS+02, Wel03, Wh95, Whi97, Wol97, Wol99, Wol01, Yu98, dB97a, dB97b, dB99]. 95/NT [BBB98]. '98 [STF98, Lei99b]. 99 [Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano00w]. 9X [AV93, Bak91c, Bar93, BWD90, Bur90]
Buh85, BKW85, BKC91, BW90a, BW90b, Bun85, BN87, BL86, Bur85b, Bur87b, BW87, BW90d, BE91, BD92, BW92, BW93b, BW94, BW99, BWK+01, BR01, BB02, BW03, BDV04, BW07b, BW07a, BTB+10, BW13a, Bur13b, BW16b, BS81, Bux85a, BH90, Cam92, CVW03, Car00, Car01, CS02, CSH03, Car06a, CH06, CBO7, Car11, CA89, Car17, Car22a, Car88a, Car88b, Car89a, Car90, Car92, Car94, CS94, Car96, Car22b]. Ada [CN96, CS91, Cha82, CH97, CLY98, CBW94, CF82, Cha09, CG82, CHHB90a, CHHB90b, CAU88, CU89, Che92, Che97, CR07, Che91b, Chr87a, Chr87b, CSSW09, CSSW10, CM89, CM90a, CM90d, CWW80, Cla97, Cla87b, Cla87c, Cle82, Cle86, Coh81, Coh82, Coh88, Col99a, Col95a, CR97, CG88, Col89, Col87, CR05, Com90, Com03a, Con97b, Con03b, CG87a, Cor83, CSL+87, CS87, Con21, Cra82a, Cra82b, Cra95, CDM87, CEG23, Cro95, DF84, DGCR+84, DS87, Dau82, DeL88a, DeL88b, DeW86, DCBM97, Deb83, DFS+80, Dew84, Dew01, Dew06, DFGZ09, Dew09d, DZM87, DCC85, DPB+97, DoD87b, Dob90, DRF97, Dob83, Dom87, DDB87, DGLM85, Dor99, Dri91c, Dri91a, Dri91b, Dri91d, Dri91e, Duof8b, Duof8c, Duof8a, Duol03, DH80, DH82, Dun98, Ear92, Ehr94, EGC13, El83]. Ada [Ehr88, Ehr89, Els09c, Els09a, Els91, EKPPR04, FHHN83, Fog00a, Fog00b, FME01, Fui80, Fa91, Fa82, FGN85, FG92, Fan84, Far82, Fel09, Fel11, FCS83, FMN80, FG86, Fir87a, Fir88, Fir90, Fir87b, Fis84a, Fle86, Fi98, FSS87, FNS+85, FA82, Fra87b, FMG90, Fre86b, Fr98a, Fr98b, Fr983, Fr87, Fro15, Fuj87, FOY87, Fus91, Gal22, Gal20, GH99, GH01, Gar83, GB87, GGP+90, GST+97, GD00, Gas80, GSP+11, Gau95, Gau96, GXX90, GES89, GHL82, Gil00, Gic90, Gld96, GB94, Gil99a, Gil99b, Gil84, GMC90, GL89, GHVVW94, BCGDDBC97, Gon88, Gon91a, GDAG97, Goo80, Goo85, GS88, GW80, Gra83, GG87, GM092, Gre16, Gre18, Grl98, Gro86, GR80, GS85, GDHM02, GG99, HPT81, Hae91, Hai00, Hal83, HR07, HD85, Har85]. Ada [HS87, Har88, HRMF97, Har99a, Har87, HB88, HL86, Har82, Har94a, Har94c, Har97, Hek83, HL85a, HL85b, HCBM98a, HCBM98b, HMC88, HHR+86, Hil22, Hil82, Hlr92, Hlr94a, Hlr94b, HLR80, Hod91a, Hod91b, HNS98, Hof86, HDHH98, Hos89, Hour83, HM03, HM91, HW88a, Hu82, HHBC90, HG14, HvKPT87, HCW04, Hun88, HSW87, HW88b, ISO91a, ISO91b, IMS85, Jam98b, Jam99, Jam88, JF98a, JF98b, JEC87, Jha90, JA82, KPPER06, KF89, Kam83, KGW+85, KJEC87, Kam91, Kam98, Kan12b, KB87, KPR93, Ker99, Ker82, Ker86, Ker88a, Ker90a, Ker90b, Ker92a, Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, Khr95, Kie97, KR01b, KB79a, KMS82, KUP+83, KBT84, Ked06, Klu87, KU84, Kni87, KR88, Kni90, Kni09, KSS4, KM98]. Ada [KT87, KB83, KBL80, KVT88a, KVT88b, Kru90, KETT96, KP86b, KP86a, Lad89, Lah82, LMP90, LH87, Lap04, LSH98, Lat09, Lat91, Lav95, Law97, LP85, Lea87a, Lea04, Lea87b, Led95b, LN91, LCN91, LMA94, Lef87, Lei96, LL98, Lei99a, Lei99b, Lei00, LLO30, Lei96, Le085, Ler03, Lev88, Lev89, Lev87a, Lev05a, Lev09a, Lev82a, Lev82b, Lis82, LKY98, LSYB+10, LW01, LW02, LWB13, Lin82, Lin83, Lit97, LM83a, LM83b, LBO84, Lla92, LV87, LVM90, Loc91, LMV83, LK97, Lom83, Lmp89, LT99, LB80, Low99a, LD87, LP80, LNR87, LA99, MK87, Mac80, Mac86, Mac98, MMSN09, Mah11, Mah12a, Mah88, MF04, Mar99, Mar05, ML91, MM21, Mar21, Mar86, MK83, Mat87a, Mat96, Mat87b, MB91, Mat91, MP85, Mau07, MR87a, Maz98b]. Ada [McC87a, McC99, MCC00, McC07, McC09, McC10, McC87b, McC90a, McC90b, MR83,
McD88a, McD88b, McD89, McE03, MR87b, Mea90, MPV10, MKP91a, MK91, MP91b, Mic07, MWM10, MID87, ML95a, ML95b, MP98, MS08, MSK05, MC09b, Mol83, MY98, Moo97, Moo91, MP91, Moo93, Moo96, Moo98, Moo10, MPP13b, Mor87, Mos20, Mpy17a, Mpy17b, Mpy17c, Mud87, Mun96, MH97, MF91, Mru87, Mur90, MH98, MO99, MS89, NKN93, NM94, NM92, NIE96, NWW82, NW83, NW84, Not80, O'L07, Off88a, Obr09, Och09d, Och11, Off87, OW82, Pag82, PV13, PZ97a, PZ97b, PBB88, PMJPA01, PG94, Pau87, Pau93, Paz90, Per88, PWDD80, PB98, Per10, PS84. Ada [Pie85, Pie87, Pie90, PV98, PV99a, PMM13a, PMMT15, PRQ21, Pio86, Pso6, Plo92, Plo98, Plo01, Pvo4, Pvy85, Pr90, Pow97, Pr07, Pri01, Pri02, Puk93, Puk94, Pyl84, Qui90c, Quo90d, Rac88, Rad94, RC10a, Rwi99, RLC01, RM07, RC10b, Reb17a, Reb17b, Re85, Re85, Re87, Rei87, RDS98, RLPD98, R99, R85, Rie94, Rie98, RH01, RH02, RH10, RH15, RT21, Riv17, RM88, Raa88, Raa89, Rgg85, Rgg88, Rgg97, Rge99a, Rge01, Rom01, Rom86, Rom88, Rom05, Rossb, Ros87c, Ros95, Ros96, Ros99, RT09, Ros11a, Ros11b, RM11, Ros22, RHL80, Ros87d, RR99, Ros86a, Ros86c, RTM82, Rou95, Rud83, Rut13, Ry89, Ry94, Sac89, SG92, SRC13a, SRC13b, SCIC, SRC15, SWR82, San03a, San89, San03b, SW87. Ada [Sch87a, SS87, Sch09, Sch10a, SFS8, SS85, Sch10b, SP12, SC87, Seb87, SS91, Sei91, Sei92, SC92, SB99, SHLR80, SB90, SHR82, SAH01, Sho87, Shu87, SN88a, Si98, Sim82, Sin07, Sma09, Smi84, SCD85, Sna91, Spi00, Spu86, SQu91a, SQu91b, SQu91c, Sro06a, Sro06b, Sro06c, SFOS86, Sta83, SGJP89, SM92, Ste80, SC01, SYW85, SS97, Sum87, SN88b, SC04a, SCFG04, SC04b, Swa07a, Swa07b, Swa99a, Swa10, Sy95, TTRH85, Ta92, Ta91a, Ta91c, Ta90f, Ta913a, TMPM14, TQM16, Ta921, TBB22, Ta922, Ta86, Tan91a, Tan91b, TP09, Ter87, TR87, TCRW88, Tha82, The90, Tic82, TG09, TGH10, TGH13, Tif90, Tis83, Toa96, Tv88, TNCD05, Tok15, Tom97, Tof99, Too91, Tro06, Tro12, Tru95, Tue97, UKDH97, UPRZ07, Van86, Var01b, VW13, VR16]. Ada [Vas91, Vau98, Ver22, VE92, Ves89, VGD97, Vla93, Vla94, Vok92, VMNM85, Vol87, Vol90, Wai98, WBS87, WW89, Wal85, Wal18, Wal91, WFF87, Wan90, Wan99, WGC17, WA02, WA07, WD93, Wat87, Waa88, Wea10, Web93, Weg82, Wei89, Web85, WKT84, We91, WBP97, WJS92, Wel03, WT03, WB07a, WB07b, WMAB10, WB10a, WBC13, WBC16, WGA90b, Wes97a, Wes97b, WQ83, Whe84, Whe86, Whe87, Whe95, Whi81, Whi95, WW01, Whi10, Whi82, Wie86, Wi98, Wil87, Win84, Win90, Win91, Wol97, Wol99, Wol01, Wol84, Won90, WL98, Won99, WMM10, Woo88a, Woo88b, WT88, WT89, Woo99, Woo87, WV89, Wre92, WB89, XZ02, XRL88, Yao85, Yem82, YG80, Yu89, bY93, bY94, ZEd93, ZW83, ZBW07, de87, db97a, db97b, db99, vL84]. Ada [vdL85, vHLKBO85, Rog11d]. Ada-05 [RC10a]. Ada-2005 [CR07]. Ada-94 [Gan09, bY94]. Ada-95 [Gan09]. Ada-Appropriate [BST90]. Ada-Based [SPS88, Sof88, Che91b, Gal22, Abb96]. Ada-COBOL [Bro96]. Ada-embedded [DD87]. Ada-Europe [Ano99i, NWW82, NW83, NW84]. Ada-In-Ada [Taf82]. Ada-like [Khr95]. Ada-LINPACK [PG91]. Ada-LISP [DS87]. Ada-related [FG86]. Ada/Linux [SRC15]. Ada/Mindstorms [Fag00b, FME01]. Ada/Tcl [Wes97a, Wes97b]. Ada05 [Hea08b].
buffer  [Gre16, RH07, Sri06a]. Build  [BT88b, Bod19, Car22a, Sal92]. builder  [Boy86]. Building  [Arn86, Dob00, Goo13, MVG99, MS11, PVV85, Taf91a, TRT16, TP98, UZ07, Taf91b, Rog11d]. built  [Jar07, Moo97]. built-in  [Jar07, Moo97]. Burns  [Rog97, Rog09e]. Byron  [Gor83]. Byte  [Bal97, And05]. Bytes  [Ano17c]. C  [CHGH19, AN05, CB07, Cha09, Con03b, Cro14, Dor99, Gar09, Khr95, Kle21, LT99, Mar05, Mar21, MC09b, MC09a, NKN93, Qui12, Syi95, Toa96, Whe97]. C#  [Bro09, KPP´ER06]. C-130J  [Con03b]. C/C  [Mar05, Mar21]. C2AADL_Reverse  [YQZ+23]. CAD  [BK85]. CAEDE  [BK85, WHNB91]. CAIS  [CSA+87, How86, Orb85, Ree88, Rob86, Wol85]. CAIS/CASWG/SEI  [Rob86]. Call  [Ano92h, Ano93h, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano94c, Ano94h, Ano99f, Ano02e, WGA90b]. caller  [WGA90b]. calls  [GH99, GG99, Och99c]. came  [Car11]. Can  [Cro14, AAAAG21, WMAB10, PVF01]. cannot  [Bos12]. Capabilities  [BCB+22, NPT97, Bri09b, Bri09c]. Capability  [Boe90, Com90, Dob83, Goo80, Moo97, Whi10, Ano90a, Ano90b]. Capstone  [BRW97]. Capture  [Woo88a, Woo88b]. Case  [BA82, BCMC23, CG82, FAT+23, KPP97, NAT20, Rog21, SSB+20, Shu87, Tra89, Var01c, CBW94, Cle86, DBP+97, Fav91, Fre86b, GBC+14, KPPÆR06, KB97a, LVM90, Sch91, Sum87, SCFG04, Var01a, VC01, Wad92, Wek90, Ker92a, Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, KM98, Mat91, PS06, Ric20]. CASWG  [Rob86]. catalog  [Mar19]. Catalogue  [AKM+91]. Catch  [MRB06]. CAUWG  [Ano92g, Ano92h]. cc  [WMAB10]. cc-NUMA  [WMAB10]. CDROM  [Con97c]. Ceiling  [Ano06c, CR07, GS88, LG88, MSM+03, RW99, RLC01, RCWB02]. Center  [ElI83, SPS88, Sof88]. Certification  [WG20, BBPT12, San11b]. certified  [Bar09w]. CFP  [Ano06e]. Chair  [RH96, Bro99, Bro00a, Bro00b, Bro00c, Bro00d, Bro01, Col01, Col02, Har94a, Har94b, McC06b]. Chairperson  [Bri86, PR86, Pla86, Tex86, Bar85a, Fir86, Squ86]. Challenge  [ACM87b, Ano87, Lit97]. Challenges  [BSPK22, GPZdlP21, Góro92, Kle21, Ric20, Mar19]. change  [SRC13a]. Changes  [Bro82, BQ90, Har94a, AdIP01, BB02, RCWB02, SC06, WV02]. changing  [Dew09a, Dew09b]. channel  [Mah12b, Ben94]. Chapter  [Ano99h, Bar09c, Bar09d, Bar09e, Bar09f, Bar09g, Bar09h, Bar09i, Bar09j, Bar09k, Bar09l]. Chapters  [Ano95a, Ano00h, Ano00r, Ano00s]. Character  [Arn86, MP89, SGW90a]. Characteristics  [SSF086, Mah13]. Characters  [Ano17c, SGW90b]. Charles  [Hea04]. Charrette  [RLHS80]. Charter  [Ano95c]. Charting  [PV13]. Charts  [Bec83, Bis86, BL86]. Check  [Bro83]. Checking  [KB83, LKH16, WQ83, BHR+11, BCHR12, BW99, Cha13, KNB08, LVTL22, RR14, Ros11a, SP12]. checks  [CAC+13, Due97, Duf09d, EK12, FM09a, FM09b]. Cheddar  [SLNM04]. child  [Bal95c]. CHILL  [MP84]. China  [Rie94]. Chinese  [Won90]. choice  [Rog11a]. Choosing  [Irw96]. CIFO  [Pow97]. Cincinnati  [LC86]. citizen  [Har94c]. Class  [Wol01, dB99, dB97a]. Classes  [Rom00, Ros95]. Classic  [NM192, NM92]. Classic-Ada  [NM92]. Classical  [Dav82, SGS92]. Classification  [Che90]. Classifying  [MK87, Ros86c]. Classwide  [Hea08d]. Clause  [Men88, Rac89, Rac88, Ros87a]. Clauses  [Nyb87, Coh94, Mar99]. CLAW  [BM97]. client  [Obr12b, Qui11a]. client/server
Clock [Gre18, GP18, PC90, TPG21]. Clocks [Ano06a, WB10b, dIPZ03]. closed [Wan99].
Closures [Hos90]. Cloud [BK22, SSGH+22]. cluster [AID05].
Clustering [MK87]. CMM [Con03b]. Co [BMGS20, Har22, LKH16, MP98, XWZ+23].
Co-modelling [XWZ+23]. COBOL [AB87, Bro96].
COCOON [Wel97a]. Code [AD82, Bal97, BMNS85, BBB97, Col99b, Con97a, Fir88, Fle86, HSB+22, MK87, MP98, Moo18, PDV98, Riv17, RR90, SHLR80, TRT16, Tin90, Tuc97, Win90, WB89, Bar08, CBB+97, Coo97, HG14, KB97b, KNB08, Log13a, Log13b, Mau07, Pan1c2, Pan1d2, Pan1e2, Pan1a2, Pan1b2, PV13, Puk93, PdlPH+07, Rad94, RA91, WW01].
Code-Level [HSB+22]. coded [SGW90a].
Coding [Ros86b, Van86, Ros11a, Ros86a]. Coherent [Kim21].
Cohesion [Nie86, HD85, XCZ04]. Collection [Coh86].
Columbus [Fal91]. COM [Bot99b]. combinations [ML91]. Combined [RSC16].
Combining [Kie99, KR01a, PQR18, XWZ+23, Kani2b].
Combs [Wal85a]. comm [OS12]. Command [Cra82b, DDJ98, FSM98, GiC90, SSIJ85, WHe84, Wii87, dev17a, dev17b, BF99, Fa801, FC91].
commentaries [Ano89b].
Comments [Har88, Hek83, Ree88, Wek90].
Commercial [Cra82a, Gar83, Lei99b, Lei100, Woo99, Ano92g, Ano92h].
Commercializing [Lei96, Lei06].
Commercially [Ker98]. Committee [Ano92e, Ker88b, Pla86, Ano94f, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Bar85a].
Common [MB08, ER86, Mar19]. Commonly [Mat96]. communicated [And05]. Communication [AB98, AG88, CAU88, DPB+97, ELS90c, GSTV97, ICS22, LC22, Ros87d, Sac89, Van90, dB99, Bar09k, Gan01, ML99, OS12, dB97a].
Communications [CKF90, GZdIP15, KC90]. Community [Bru17, Dob01a, Mun96, McE03].
Companie [Rog85]. Comparative [CC18, JA82, MP84, Ros21, SN04].
Comparing [Bal95a, KPP97, KPPR06].
Comparison [Boy87, Bro97, Bro98a, Bro98b, MH98, Tok16, Ber05, Mah13, Pot04, SC01].
COMPASS [BBB+23]. COMPASTA [BBB+23]. Compatible [Sch91, Fir91b].
Competitiveness [ACM91b, BW91, Wil91].
Compilable [Ker82]. compilation [Bal14, Khr95]. compiled [Mau07].
Compiler [Ano90a, Ano90b, AD82, AP84, Boe90, Bra94, Bro80, EJK89, Fal91, Goo80, GW80, HMC88, Mar20, Mol83, NW83, NW+84, Off87, RS91, RLHS80, SN94, Sim82, SK22, TTR85, Ta92, TR87, WFF+87, BBPT12, Cle86, Cro90, Dew07b, Fri87, Hos88, JR10, KSD12, KPR93, Kir12, MK50, NIM07, San03b, Taf90c, ZHP06, Com90].
Compilers [ACWB89, BFG85, FiI98, ML91]. compiling [WA02]. complement [LLL03].
Complementing [TP09]. Complete [Bis86, SJ91]. completing [Mic01, Sri06d].
Completion [Pap89, Och12a, Och12b].
Complex [BC16, CBB+97, Hod91a, Hod91b, SeI99, SQu91a, Squ91b, WRL13].
Components [Adl97, BT88a, BT88b, Car90, Dau87, FA82, GBo00, Gon90, Lat91, Lev92b, Lev93b, Lev93c, Lev93e, Lev94b, Lev99a, Lev00, Lev01b, Lev02a, Lev10, Lev15a, LM83a, LM83b, Rob92, Wai98, Yu97, Car92, Car94, Con97b, Fai94, Lev90, Lev92a, Lev93a, Lev93d, Lev94a, Lev94c, Lev95a, Lev95b, Lev95c, Lev95d, Lev96a, Lev96b, Lev97b, Lev97c, Lev98b, Lev98c, Lev99b, Lev02b, Lev04, Lev05d, Lev05f, Lev05c, Lev06, Lev08, Lev09b, Lev11b,
Dependence [Che92, Che97, Coh88].
Dependency [LSH98]. depending [Led95a]. Deployment [BK22].
Dereference [Ber86b]. Describing [Tai86, Ano88a]. Description [Bon84, HL85a, HL85b, MMSN09, Car88a].
Descriptions [MP84]. Descriptive [LWF91]. Descriptors [Bis80]. Design [Als83, BKS87, BHD98, Bei84, BYY86, BRW97, Boo82, Boy87, Buc87, BK85, BKW85, CM98, CS94, CG82, Fal82, GG16, GES89, Gor83, GR80, Har85, Har82, KF98, Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Kie89, Lat91, Lev82b, Lin82, Lin83, MGB+23, MK83, MGF16, MNG16, Mur87, Pri82, Rud83, SPS88, Sof88, SWR82, San97, Shu91, Tem84, WBS97, Wal91, Whe19, WL98, Zhu90, Bag98, Bal95b, BT14, BKW+94, BKW+01, Car94, CM90d, Cro95, DB09, Fir91a, GSP+11, Hos88, IMM85, Ker88a, Ker89, Ker90a, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, KB97a, KB97b, Kie89, LVM90, MNN09, MP98, Pio86, PL07, Pul95, RDS98, Ros86a, San12, Sch91, Shu93, Sol91b, SU91, Var03, dIPZ+01, Ad93, Ker90b, Ker92a, MNG16].
design/development [Pul95]. Designed [Rom00]. Designing [Che91b, Cla87a, Mos22, Pet10, Ros91a, Wad92, MF04].

Determined [Bar85b]. Deterministic [LMP90, GB94, RC10a]. Develop [Yu97, BC95, ML95b, Tri95]. Developer [Cra22, Ker93a, Whe86, Whe87, Dul03].
Developers [Har82, Ker90b, Ker92b, Ker93b, Lei99a, Ker86, Ker88a, Ker88b, Ker89, Ker90a, Ker92a, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a].
Developing [BB85, Col87, Lei12a, Mea87, NS03, Rob92, Ros11b, SG06, dB97b, BMW94, BKW+01, Ros04, Sch90].
Development [Ano92i, Ano93g, BCB+22, Bar85b, BGK+82, BCG+84, Bro03, Buc87, Bun85, Car89a, Fal91, GMM02, Gro07, Har22, Ker88b, Lad89, LNR87, OWS2, PBB+88, Reh87, SS87, Ter87, Wal87, Wil87, YQZ+23, de 87, Bar08, Ben94, Bjo13, BddPZ10, Car99a, Car88a, Car88b, Che92, Dew01, DA13, Edg01, Fir91b, Gar90, GDHM02, Lap04, Low99a, Mat96, MP91, OS12, Pul95, RDS98, Sny91, Spi00, SVK+14, Wha13].
DIRR/SEE [BMW94]. directions [GST+97]. Directive [DoD78a, DoD78b]. Discipline [Dru82]. disciplines [Bar90a]. discovery [KB97a, KW11a, KW11b, KW11e, KW11d, KW11e, KW11f].
Discrete [AS87, Bru82, Sho87, Wei90b, LP06, PL07].
Discrete-Event [AS87, Sho87]. Discriminants [Cla87c]. Discussion [Bry88]. disk [Nyb05]. dispatchable [ML99]. Dispatching [Ano06b, BA98, WB15, Asp01, Bur01, Och09d, Sro06b].
displays [BC95]. distance [SBH+98]. Distributable [CD97]. Distributed [AA88, AA89, AC85, BSPIK22, Bal97, BKL85, Bis91, CM90c, Cle82, Cor83, CKF90, DGCR+84, DGBMCG97, DZM87,
Distributing [VMNM85]. Distribution
[Buc87, DoD87a, DoD87b, FG86, Fri83, GG87, Ros86b, Ros86a, Whi95].
DOD-STD-2167 [Buc87, FG86, GG87, Ros86a].
[RP97, HSWP12, Jac13]. domain-specific [Jac13]. Domains [WB15]. Dorothy
[DeW86]. DOS/PC/Ada [WD93]. Download [RP97]. DPS [Cle86]. Dr.
[Mor96a, Mor96b]. Draft
[Lei99a, Ros86b, Ano10a]. Dragoon
[AdB90]. dramaletto [Gre05]. Drawing
[BL86]. Drift [Lev15b]. DRIP [MNG16]. drive [Nyb05]. Driven
[CHHB90a, CHHB90b, MP85, YQZ*23, DA13, HHBC90, Lap04, LRS09, WD93]. drivers [Dor99]. Driving [CCC23]. DRLMS [HDHH98]. DROOPI [QKP01]. DSA
[Pan01, Pan04, Ker99, Moo97, PQT99, Qui12]. DSL [HSWP12]. DTD
[Nyb10a]. DTD-specific [Nyb10a]. Dual
[AW89, AW88, Gar09]. due [Nae05]. during [WGA90b]. Dynamic
[Ano06c, Cel97, KT87, Lat09, Lef87, MD90, MSM*03, RW99, Ros87b, Tin90, WW01, BW97a, CR05, Nil12b, Och12c, RLC01, Ros87c, Taf13a]. Dynamics [WBS97].
each [LLL03]. EACM [RA91]. Eagles
[Bak91b]. earliest [Sri06c]. Early
[Gr98, PDG83, CV03]. easy [LW01]. Echo [Kni09]. ECLIPSE
[Pie85, Gro07]. Ecological [Mur90]. economic [Wil91].
economics [Bar09a, RH91]. Ecosystem
[BRKS22, SHT*23]. ED-12C [Che09]. ED-94C [Che09]. ED109A [Che09]. EDF
[Bur13a, CC18, TPG21, WB10a, ZBW07].
Edge
[JB92, 22, BCH912, Kan12b].
Edge-Cloud [SSG*22]. edition [Rog09e]. Editor
[Bak92, Sch87b, Bri11b, Don90, MC90, Sr06f]. Editorial
[Ano99e, Ano00e, Ano00n, Ano00o, Car02, Fis83, Sr06e].
education/training [Mac86]. Educational
[Rom88]. effect [Dis09]. Effective
[Bai10, Bis80, BQ90]. Effectively
[FOFY87]. effectiveness [Smi04]. Efficiency
[Ar98, BFG85, EHP80, GS85, JA82, Sac89, Du90b]. Efficient
[AB15, Bur85b, KT87, Qui90c, Ros87d, SF82, Con97b, FSS87, Kir12, Rog09d].
effort [Bow92, EH13]. Eight
[MP89]. Eight-Bit [MP89]. Eighth
RdlPZFM01, San01a, WV01, AC03, Och09e, RS01, Rom01, SC01, Taf01a, Var01b.

Exception-ally [Ano17a]. Exceptions [Kie01, MBW01, Qui90d, RK01, Var01c, Wol01, KR01b, PMJPA01, Var01a].

Exceptional [Ano17a]. Exceptions [Kie01, Ler01, MBW01, Qui90d, RK01, Var01c, Wol01, KR01b, PMJPA01, Var01a].

Excerpts [Off88b].

Exchange [DB09].

Exclusion [bY93, SGS92].

Executable [Har85, EK11, Sei14].

executed [CXY01].

Execution [Ano06a, DCC85, FAT+23, GS10, GS13, Gre16, JEKC89, Qui90c, RH10, Vol87, dlPZ03, BHR+11, BW93a, BW07a, BW10c, Buz16, GST+97, Gre13, HR03, LS98, RH07, Sri06a].

Execution-Time [Ano06a, GS10, dlPZ03, BW07a, HR03, Sri06a].

Executions [Maz89b, Tai86].

Executive [Ano94f, Ano95c, Ano95f, Ano95g, DZM87, FMS98, Ad93, ABW01, Ear92].

Executors [MMPT16].

Exercise [Huf82, FC91].

Existing [BDD+82, Pys85].

Expedite [Lei99b, Lei00].

Experience [BRW97, Cha00, Dob83, Edg01, FCS83, Gii84, KFS97, KB87, Not80, PDG83, Pys85, RR16, Sch10a, TG09, Buh85, BW07b, CVV03, DR99, Kam98, PW01].

Experiences [Arn86, BTVC99, Bis91, BRF92, DRSK23, Dob93, GS02, Gør20, Hek83, Lea87a, MR87b, Ros04, Ru005, Sch78a, SS85, AW91, BE02].

Experiment [Maz89a].

Experimental [AID05, BKW85, KI03, LW07, LSR+88, WWB09].

Experimenting [Taf11].

Expert [Dob01a, Wal87].

explicit [CAC+13].

Exploitation [Coh82].

exploring [Con97b].

Export [BT88a, BT88b].

Exporting [Ver22].

exposing [Swa07a].

expressing [Bal95b, Gro86, Yem82].

expressions [Be192].

Extendable [ML09].

Extended [Ano94f, Ano95g, Bec83, CdN16, CBW+21, Whi85, Gre13, Jho93].

Extending [AH01, Cha82, LYB+10, Low99a, MK91, NS85, RH01, BW03, GLZdlP16, Och09a].

Extensible [KW98, WJS+01, SVK+14].

Extension [SK22, ALB+14, Rui10, Sei91].

Extensions [Ano00w, RRG15, BD91, TMM14].

extreme [AC04].

F.A.A. [OS12, San01b, San03b, Sch10a].

F.A.A-qualifiable [San03b].

Facilitate [And20].

facilities [BHR+11, BN87, BW92, Els91, Wre92].

Facility [CVW03, MC05].

factorial [Mor95b].

Factory [SC87, Hea08c].

Facts [Con90, WFF+87].

fall [Swa10, Off88b].

families [Bur87a].

Fast [Sch87a, KM98].

Faster [WT89, WT88].

Fault [AA88, AA89, DGBMCG97, FD16, GGP+90, Kam99, KU84, Kni87, KR88, LV23, Wol97, BPP06, DB09, GLV97, GdlP02, LYB+10, PV98, PV02, TP98, Wol99].

Fault-Tolerant [KU84, Kni87, PV02].

FC [BD02].

Feasability [HvKPT87].

feather [Dew07a].

Feature [BW97a, TBD22, Taf22a].

Features [AKM+91, BHD98, Bro97, Bro98b, Chr87a, Hou83, Mos22, SW87, Woo87, Chr87b, PMJPA01, TD03, UPRZ07, Wel99, WW01, Gau95].

February [LC86].

Federal [O’L07].

FIFO [Huf82].

FIFOWithinPriorities [Ano06d].

Fifth [Ano91c].

figure [Dev17c].

Figures [WFF+87].

Files [RLPD98, Bri09d, Kan12a, Nyb10b].

Filtering [PW97].

final [Ano10a, Gau95].

finalization [Gre99a].

financial [Hai00].

Finding [Lar22, BMT+14].

Fine [BTP22, PMMT15, PPM15].

Fine-Grained [BTP22, PMMT15, PPM15].

First [Bur85a, TPG21, Wol01, Bra85, Sri06c].

First-Class [Wol01].

Fixed [Fro87, AdlPT97].

Fixed-point [Fro87].

Fixing [Bak90c, Taf01b].

Flexibility [LL88, Whi10].

Flexible [Rou85, SB80, BW03, SLNM04].

Flight [Fri98a, Wai98, BGG814, Fri98b, ML95a, WBS97].

Floating [Lea87b, Win91].

Floor [ABGH13, BW16b, BW16c, CR18].

flop [Woo99].

Flow

Flow

Gateway [DRSK23]. Gem [Ano17c, Ano17a, Ano17b, Bar09b, Bar09c, Bar09d, Bar09e, Bar09f, Bar09g, Bar09h, Bar09i, Bar09k, Bar09l, Bar09m, Bri09d, Bri09a, Bri09b, Bri09c, Bri11a, Bri11b, Bri11c, Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri11f, Bri12b, Bri12c, Bri12d, Bri12e, Bri12a, Cha11, Cha09, Dev17c, DFGZ09, Dew09a, Dew09b, Dew09d, Dew17, Dis09, Duf08b, Duf08c, Duf08a, Duf09d, Duf09c, Duf09a, Duf09b, Duf09e, FM09a, FM09b, Gas08, Hea08b, Hea08d, Hea08c, Hea08a, Kan12a, KW11a, KW11b, KW11c, KW11d, KW11e, KW11f, MC09b, MC09a, Moy11a, Moy11b, Moy11c, Moy11d, Moy17d, Moy17a, Moy17b, Moy17c, Moy17e, Obr09, Obr12a, Obr12b, Obr12c, Obr09d, Obr09e, Obr09c, Obr09a, Obr09b, Och11, Och12c, Och12a, Och12b, Pan12b, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pan12a, Puc17, Qui11a, Qui11b, Qui11c, Qui12, Qui17, Reb17a, Reb17b, Rog09b, Rog09c].

General [Bry88, SS87, bY93, FC91, MMP13b]. Generalizing [WB10a]. generate [AN05]. Generated [Kim21, HG14]. generating [BV03, Cha09, LRL03, Nyb10a, LRS09]. Generation [CEG23, Hov00, PDV98, Car06a, Lit97, Puk93, PdLPH+07]. Generator [BMNS85, Car00, DS87, BH88, SHLR00, TRT16, WGC17, CS02, FC91].

Generic [HL86, HNS98, Hos90, MS87, PL07, Reh87, SCD92, BH14, Dri91a, Dri91b, Dri91d, Dri91e, Hea08d, ISO91a, ISO91b, NS03, KQP01, Rie98, SC92, SL98, Squ91a, Squ91b, Squ91c, Tan91b]. Genericity [Gal20, Bak91a].

Generics [Bra83b, YG80, Moo10, Wor97]. genetic [NS03, SN04]. Georegistration [Swa09a].

Georgia [McC06a]. Getting [Rez22]. GKS [HS87]. GKS/Ada [HS87]. GLADE [PW97]. Global [TTRH85, Con97b, SC04b, Trü95].

GNA95GP [KGL98]. GNAT
GNAT-AJIS [Och09c].
GNATProve [Kan12b].
GNATTest [Kan12b].
GNU [ACW04, LP06].
GNU/Linux [ACW04].
Go [Ano99c, Ano99l, Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri11f, Dew07a, RMT11].
goal [Pio86].
goals [Car94, RSZ96].
Goddard [WBS97].
Going [Dew84, Rui13, Bar14].
gone [Bar14].
Good [Hil22, Har94c].
government [AW91, Hir92, Sma09].
Gprbuild [Kan12a, Bri11a].
GPS [Bri11b, Bri11c, Och12a].
GPU [FAT23, JARKS22].
Grammer [CF82, Fis84a].
Graphic [Che91b, SGJP89].
Graphical [Gil84, MR87a, Tai86, XWZ83, Leo85].
Graphics [Car98, Puk88, Bra85, Bro04, Fir91a, MRB06].
GRASP [HCT98, HCBM98a].
Gripen [Fri98a, Fri98b].
Group [Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano93c, Ano93a, Ano93g, Ano94b, Ano94a, Ano95c, GMO92, Gre96, IWF91, MSW98a, OP85b, Vla93, Vla94, Ano88a, Bak90e, Boy86, Bro96, BP94, Cro90, Gar90, Go090, How94, Joh94, KGW85, MKP91b, MSW98b, Mun91b, Pen91, Qui90b, Rom88, Sol91b, Sri06a, Ta91b, Van90, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92i, Ano94d, BHL93, Dob01a, Whi95].
Groups [Ano99k, Ano00, Ano00u, Ano00x, MDPK94, RH07, Ano93j, Ano94g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95j].
GtkAda [MM17].
GUI [CM98, Car99a, Car22b].
Guidance [Wie98, IWF07, New99].
Guide [BDV04, Fag06b, Mog91, Pl098].
Guidelines [DF84, FOFY87, NWW82, NW83, NW8+84, Off87].
GUIs [MVG99].
HACMS [Fis12].
HAL [Klu87].
HAL/S [Klu87].
Handlers [BA90b, Lev91, RH10].
Handling [Bur87a, BR01, CA89, Gre96, Kru90, Li82, Qui90a, SF82, WV01, Bri90d, GS10, GS13, HM91, KGL98, Moy11c, MS91e, RS01, Rom01, SC01, Var01b, Gau95].
Hands [Buh85].
hands-on [Buh85].
happened [HBTW99].
Hardware [Cas20, Har22, MP98, Riv17, WL98, MMSN09, MMN09, WA02].
Hardware-Based [Riv17].
Hardware/Software [Har22, MP98].
Harmful [Gon91b, Du09a, Du90b, Gon91a].
Hartstone [Wei90a].
Hash [Wol84].
HDF [Ny9b10b].
headers [Cha09].
Heir [Reb17a].
held [Puk88].
helping [Har94c].
here [Ano99c, Ano99l].
heterogeneous [GST97].
Heuristics [SJ91].
hexapod [TT02].
Hi [KSD12, Kan12b].
Hi-Lite [KSD12, Kan12b].
Hibachi [Gro07].
Hidden [BK82].
Hiding [Cha87b, Pio86].
hierarchical [Bar01, SP07, Ny9b10b].
hierarchically [AAAG21].
hierarchically-scheduled [AAAG21].
Hierarchy [BCD83, Rog90b, Rog90c].
High [BM97, DB98, EJ16, GS88, KQT97, PR98, Tok15, Whi95, ABW01, AW01, Bjo13, BDV04, BMW13, Cha13, Dew06, DB09, Dob01b, Fis12, Gil99b, Jen09, MCS97, PG94, Rog12a, Rog12b, Ros10, Ros11b, UZ07, Wie98, MSW98a].
high-assurance [Jen09].
High-Integrity [DB98, PR98, ABW01, AW01, BMW13, Cha13, Dob01b, Ros11b, UZ07, MSW98a].
High-Performance [EJ16].
high-reliability [Gil99b].
Higher [Ano00w, Ver21].
Highlights [Col95b].
Highly [SS85, Tuc97, BCHR12].
HILT'12 [San12].
History [Ano00d, BDS81].
holes [Dri89a, Dri89b].
HOLWG [Coh81].
Honeywell [Cle86].
HOOD [MVG99].
horizon [Sot06].
Host [Wil83].
Hotel [STF98].
HP [Mat91].
HP/Telegen2
June [BRC98, Col95b]. Junk [Con90], just [Ame01]. JVM [GD00].

KAPSE [ILMV83, Tha82, Wil83, Wil85]. Karel [Hos88]. Kernel [Gil84]. Kernel [Leo85, Ros87d, SB99, WL98, MMB+03, UPRZ07, dIPZ0*01]. kernels [Wre92, ZdlP02, dPRGB99, dPZ03]. Key [Ano99g, Ano00g, Ano00p, Ano00q, Ano06g, Bri11b, Hea08a]. Key-based [Hea08a]. Kernal [Gil84]. Kernel [Leo85, Ros87d, SB99, WL98, MMB+03, UPRZ07, dIPZ0*01]. kernels [Wre92, ZdlP02, dPRGB99, dPZ03]. Key [Ano99g, Ano00g, Ano00p, Ano00q, Ano06g, Bri11b, Hea08a]. Key-based [Hea08a].

labels [FBL+10]. laboratory [BTVC99, Wan99]. Lack [Rob92]. Lady [Bri12b, Bri12c]. Landmass [HDHH98]. Language [ACM80, Als83, AB87, Bak86, Bak90a, BYY86, Bon84, Bro82, Bro98a, Bru17, BW10a, Cas20, CMWT21, CG82, Cra82b, Dew84, Gen91, Gor83, Had90, HMZ00, Har85, Har22, HL86, HSB+22, HL85c, Kam83, Ker90b, Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, KBL80, Lin82, Lin83, Mur87, PGC83, Pri82, Puk88, Qui90d, RH86, Roh11a, RTM82, SWR82, TBD22, Taf22a, Tha82, Tok15, VR07, VR16, VW18, WA02, Wau83, WQ83, Wel19, Whi95, ZW83, Abh96, Ame01, Ano00b, Ano01b, Bag98, BT14, BGG14, Bra85, Bro09, BB02, BV13, Dew01, GBC+14, GST+97, Irw96, Jen09, Ker88a, Ker89, Ker90a, Ker94b, Ker96b, Ker97, MMSN09, Mat96, MK14, Mic13, NKN93, Och09f, PK97, Sci14, Ste12, Taf11, TMPM14, TD03, VHP10, Wal85b, Wel99, WV02, Wic98, Won99, Ker92a, Ker94a, Ker95. language [Ker96a, Ker98]. Language/CASE [Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Ker94b, Ker96b, Ker97, Ker92a, Ker94a, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker98]. Languages [Ano00d, Cho19, DoD87a, Mar21, Mic16, SPS88, So188, BMT+14, Bro07, DFGZ09, Jac13, Joh93, LMA94, Lei12b, SVK+14, TP09, Ton99, Rog09e]. Large [Bur87a, Gal20, Kru90, MSG87, Ros87b, Rou85, Sch87b, Ter87, WV98, ACW04, CVW03, HM91, Ros87c, Sch90]. latching [MRB06]. later [Vau98]. Layered [Taf21, Spi00]. layered-architecture [Spi00]. Lead [Dru82]. Leading [BCHR12, Kan12b]. Leading-edge [BCHR12, Kan12b]. leakproof [Bak93c]. Learn [FGN85]. Learned [SSJ85]. BT14, Boo11, Kle21]. Learning [HMZ00, LC22, SBH+98]. legacies [BMW94]. Legacy [BHD98, DeW86, Kle21, Mos06]. legally [Cha82]. Lego [Fag00a]. LEGO(R) [BdlPZ10]. Length [Car98]. lesson [KW11a, KW11b, KW11c, KW11d, KW11e, KW11f]. Lessons [Buh85, SSJ85, BT14, Kle21]. let [BW10a, Moy11a, Moy11b]. Letter [Bak92, Don90, Har94a, Roh96, Fir86, PR86, Pla86, Squ86, Tex86]. Letters [MC90]. Level [Ano00w, Bak87b, BOM97, BM97, HS8+22, Pro20, RTM82, Con03b, Dor99, MMSN09, MN09, Mah11, Mah12a]. Leveraging [HG14]. Lexical [Had90]. LEXICAL_ANALYZER_G [Had90]. liaison [Bro96]. LibAdalang [Ros21]. liberated [Mor95a]. Libraries [Dun98, MKP91a, Mor87, HG07, MKP91b, RT21]. Library [Ano00c, Dun87, Grc21, MD22, MS87, NS85, PF20, Sol91a, Bal95c, Bos12, CS91, Con03a, CHGH19, LHBK87, Lea04, PS06, Sol91b, Con97b, Con97d, MF04]. Libre [Jen09]. License [Lei99a, GL89]. Life [BK22, BF86, BMGS20, MR83, Mur87,
MOPping [MBW01], Moral [BM85].
Motivation [Lev82b, Ric20]. Motorola [KNB08]. Moving [Ber84, KQT+21, KETT96]. MP1 [Sin07].
MPHF [Tro12]. MS [Puk94]. MS-Windows [Puk94]. Multi [BBH80, Gen91, Had90, JARKS22, Nae05, Nyb07, Rui10, Och99f, PV98, ZDM22, FSS87, LYB+10, MKK99, Rog12a, Rog12b, Rui10, dB97b].
Multilanguage [GD00, HCW04]. Multimicroprocessor [DGCR+84]. Multiple [Rom00, Bri09d, HR03, Hea08b].
multiple-unit [Bri09d]. Multiplication [FCS83, Hek83, Fro87]. multiprocess [VGD+97]. Multiprocessor [Ard87, Bur85b, BW10b, DZM87, RTH15, IPB18, BW10c, BW13a, BW13b, BWM13, Low99a, RR13, SRC13a, WP13].
multiprocessors [GZdlP18, LWB13]. multiprotocol [Gar01]. multitask [San12]. Multitasking [Gon90, KB87, Li82, Yem82, And88].
Mutual [bY93, Elr89, SGS92, VE92]. my [Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri11f]. Myro [Men09].
Name [Mac87]. Named [WMM10].
Naming [CU89, Ros95]. NASA [Ano89a, WBS97]. National [CVW03, MC05]. Native [Fi98]. Naval [SPS88, Sof88].
NCSA [Bar01]. Need [Dru82], needed [WM10]. Needs [Mar21].
Nesting [Bak91b, CW80]. Net [WGC17, Bot00a, Che92]. Nets [Che97].
Network [Car17, CS94, FHN83, GBCGDBC97, JBT+22, Kie97, SC87, RR14].
Networked [FOSC23, Mar19]. Networks [SCC22, CB07, DRH98, Gar01]. Neumann [Mor95a]. Neural [CS94, SCC22, CB07].
News [Ano92e]. Newsletter [Ano00, Ano00m, Ano00n, Ano00p, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00s, Ano00t, Ano00u, Ano01a].
next [Bro11, TB02, dFPU07]. nice [FBL+10]. No [WGA90b, Bar14]. node [WGA90b]. Nodes [GA90, Vol90, Gar90].
nodes/distributed [Gar90]. Nomination [Har01]. Nominations [Har99b, Har00].
Non [Bur01, Cam92, CH97, CLY98]. Mar86, NBZ+20, SSGH+22, SS97, EK11, H598, MM21]. Non-Ada [Cam92, Mar86, MM21].
Non-preemptive [Bur01]. non-software [HS98]. Notation [Bis86, Che91b, SGJP89, Tai86, Tom97, AdB90, Duf08c].
Note [Gon90, NYB95]. Notes [Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Bro83, Cla87b, CG87a, CG87b, PVV85].
November [Ano99l, STF98, ACM97, McC06a]. NRC [Cra97, Taf97]. NTT [BBB98, HCBM98a].
O [Deb83, Mat87b, Rog09d]. Object [Ano92e, Atk90, Bak91a, BHD98, Boo82, But88, AAAG21]. numbers [BMT+14].
numeric [Gas08]. Numerics [Ros22, Squ91c]. NXT [BdlPZ10]. NYU [DFS+80].
Boy87, Bro97, Car00, CN96, Col89, Ehs91, Fir91a, FMG90, GA90, Gre90, Joh93, KF98, Kru90, Lad90, MM98, Moo97, NMT92, NM92, SS87, Sei91, Sei92, Shu91, Tem84, Var91b, WBS97, Wal91, Wel97a, Wdl97, WBS97, Yu97, AW91, And95, AdB90, Bar909, Car94, Fir91b, Ga903, LW91, LZL03, Lit97, MT91, MH99, NDM98, NDP99, Pri96, Pri91, RDS98, Ros10, Ros11b, Sch91, Shu93, Sot06, WJS91, dB97b.

Object-Based [Kru90, Wal91].
Object-Oriented [Atk90, BHD98, Boy87, Bro97, Car00, Col89, KF98, Lad89, SS87, Shu91, Tem84, WBS97, Yu97, AW91, Bro97, Car90, Col89, KF98, Lad89, SS87, Shu91, Tem84, WBS97, Yu97, Bak91a, Fir91a, Moe91, NMT92, NM92, Sei91, Sei92, Wdl97, AW91, AdB90, Car94, Fir91b, Lit97, NDM98, NDP99, Pri96, Pri91, RDS98, Ros11b, SS91, Shu93, WJS91, dB97b].
ObjectAda [BE02].
Objectives [BSPK22, WG20].
Objects [Cel97, Cla87a, KPP97, LXY98, Ros87b, San00, We90b, Wo91, Yeh82, d99, BD91, CM94, GZdlP18, GSX99, LKN97, Qui11b, Ros87c, WJS91, dB97a].
OBOSS [VC01].
Observations [Mat87b].
October [ACM82].
officer [EF01].
officers [Whi85].
Offset [Ver21].
Ohio [LC86].
OK [Bar95].
OLE [Bre97].
Omega [LW91].
OMG [Cla97].
Omni [STF98].
OMS [LM94].
on-board [AB98, ML95a].
only [Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, Sei99].
onlywhen [VE92].
ono [MRB96, TCR98, WD93].
OO [Car92, LM94].
OO-ERA-RDBMS-OMS [LM94].
OOD [Bro91, Fir90, Hir94c, WD93].
OOP [Car97, WB90c].
OPC [DRS93].
Open [Gar90, Tok16, KR01a, KR01b, Kle21, MMB93, Rdl97, dLPZ91].
Opening [Bak90b].
OpenMP [KQT91, PQR18, PRQ21, Taf21].
Operating [Fuj87, Mos90, Nyo87, RH07, Whi82, ZW83, Mic07, RC90b].
Operational [AD82, Li82, CVW93].
Operationalized [PF20].
operations [Hea08d, Hod91a, Hod91b].
Operator [SF82].
Opportunity [Mun96, Nyo97].
Optimal [AR95, Tr906].
Optimization [BK22, Bug92, CM90b, KUP93, LC22, OB97].
Optimizations [Dav82].
optimize [BC11].
Optimized [FM91, Tuc97, Lazo].
Optimizer [TTR95].
Optimizing [BD99, EH13, RR90, SB95, ZHP96].
Options [AKM91, DD97].
oracles [HB96].
Oranges [Fir88].
Orbix [Cla97].
Orca [Bal95a].
Orchestrating [MC95].
Order [Whi95, Web93].
Ordering [SGW90b].
organisms [Lav95].
Organization [Kam83].
organized [Bow92].
Organizing [Fuj87, Gan94].
Orientation [SV91, MT91, MH99, Var91b].
Oriented [Ano92].
Atk90, BHD98, BBH98, Boo92, Boy97, Car90, Col89, FMG90, GA90, Hai90, KF98, Lad98, Mur97, Sch91, SS91, Sei91, Sei92, Shu93, SK22, Swa97a, Swa97b, Swa96b, SB12, Wdl97, WJS91, We97a].
Objects [BSPK22, WG20].
Observations [Mat87b].
October [ACM82].
officer [EF01].
officers [Whi85].
Offset [Ver21].
Ohio [LC86].
OK [Bar95].
OLE [Bre97].
Omega [LW91].
OMG [Cla97].
Omni [STF98].
OMS [LM94].
on-board [AB98, ML95a].
only [Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, Sei99].
o
Bar85b, Bru82, Fro15, Gen91, GA90, Had90, Klu87, Mat87a, Pyl84, Reh87, Sal92, SCD92, Dri91a, Dri91b, Dri91d, Dri91e, HD85, ISO91a, ISO91b, Mac96c, PG94, Rog09b, Rog09c, SC92, Squ91a, Squ91b, Tan91b].

packages [Fis84b, HNS98, Lla92, LP80, Mac84, Ros86c, SN88a, vHLKBO85, Hod91a, Hod91b, Slu95, Squ91c, SN88b, XCO94].

pairs [CXY01].

PAL [Con97d].

Pallada [PGRZ92].

Pamela [Boy87].

Panels [Ano92j, BBPT12, BMT +14, Plo01, HBTW99].

Paper [Als83, Gre18, Mic13, Taf01a, Wek90].

Papers [Ano92b, Ano93h, Ano93o, Ano94c, Ano99f, LC86].

Paradigm [BKS87].

Paradigms [BN87, MWM10, Mic13].

paradox [Ros09].

Paraffin [Moo11].

Parallel [CBW +21, CM90c, Coh82, GCM90, HR90, Jha90, Moo18, PZ97b, PM16, PV18, PRQ21, SS85, TMPM16, Ver21, Yem82, AP11, CMWT21, KK03, McC07, McC09, McC10, Moo11, PM13b, Rog11d, RK99, Taf11, Taf13a, Taf13b, TMPM14, WA07, Bur13b].

Parallelism [Moo10, MMP13b, Not80, PMMT15, PMM15].

Parameterization [BYY86, Tra89, Wek90].

Parameters [Bak93a, SCD92, Led95a, SC92].

ParaSail [Taf11].

Parser [Car00, Car06a].

.parsers [Ny91a].

Parsing [Ny91b].

Parsl [CBW +21].

Part [Bri9b, Bri9c, Hir94a, Hir94b, Och12a, Och12b, Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri12b, Bri12c, Bri12d, Bri12e, Bri12a, Car88b, Dew09a, Dew09b, Du09d, Du09f, FM09a, FM09b, GG16, Kan12a, KR01a, KP86a, Mau07, Moy11a, Moy11b, Obr12a, Obr12b, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pan12a, Qu11c, Qu12, RR13, Rog09b, Rog09c, Rog12a, Rog12b, WP13, KP86b, Moy17a, Moy17b, Moy17c, Whe86, Whe87, dev17a, dev17b].

partition [GZdP15, GHVVW93].

Partitioned [JEKC89, Mor87, AAAG21, Dob00, ZdlP13].

Partitioning [Tok03, Bis88].

partitions [Dob93, parts [HMC88].

Pascal [BD92, AGG +80, MH98].

Pascal-FC [BD92].

Passed [Bak93a].

Passing [Hos89].

Passive [Pie87, Ros89, LMV93].

patents [Wil91].

Path [Dri82, New99].

Pathfinder [RR14].

Patterns [BHD98, San97, HG07, PdlPH +07, Sel99, Var03].

PC [WD93, Sny91].

PC-based [Sny91].

PDL [Bon84, Gra83, Ker82, MWM10, SWR82, Yav85].

PDL/Ada [Ker82, SWR82].

Peculiarities [Ben84].

Pedestrian [Age85].

Physical [BCB +22, MGF16, ALB +14, MGB +23, XWZ +23].

pilot [OS12].

Pinching [Low99b].

perspective [Swa10].

personal [Bar98, Sill98].

Perspective [SYW85, LRS09, Oli94, Sma09, Win13].

perspective-bridged [LRS09].

PFW [KS06].

phased [Mog91].

Philosophers [Age85].

Physical [BCB +22, MGF16, ALB +14, MGB +23, XWZ +23].

PFW [KS06].

pointers [CR05].

plug-in [CR05].

Plugging [Dri89a, Dri89b].

PM [Ano99].

Point [Har88, Lea87b, Fro87, Win91].
[Bar09e, Gre99b]. Pointing [Gre90]. Policies [Ano06d, Ano06b, Asp01, Bur01, BW13a, KPPE06, TG09, WT03]. policing [NAF05]. Policy [Ano99e, Ano00e, Ano00n, Ano00o, Car02, DoD87a, Srl06e, AR95]. polymorphism [Hir92]. pool [WMM10]. Portability [BOM97, Mat87b, NWW82, Lew02]. Portable [AD82, BM97, CM98, FG82, KT87, TBA98, KP86b, LHBK87, Tan91b, Vok92, WGA90b]. porting [ACW04]. Ports [VRH21]. Position [Als83, Gre18, Mic01, RH10, Taf01a]. positioning [Tr¨u95]. POSIX [AH01, GDAG97, HMRF97, Pow97, RH01, dPRGB99]. possibly [Moy17d]. Post [HS87, BH14, MWM10]. postconditions [Dew09c]. Power [FAT +23]. PQCC [Bro80]. Practical [Col87, Log13a, LP80, Mic02, Buh85, Led95a, LG88, Pot04, Ven08]. Practice [MM17]. pragma [Dis09, Tok03]. PragmAda [Car04]. Pragmatic [Fir87b, Pul95]. Pre [Cha82, BH14]. Pre-Processors [Cha82]. pre/post [BH14]. Precise [ZdlP02]. Precision [Lea87b, Ver21]. precluded [PJPD11]. preconditions [Dew09c]. preconditions/postconditions [Dew09c]. Predictable [LVM90]. Predicting [Boe99]. Predictive [LWF91]. preemptive [Bur01]. Preface [Ano91d]. Preliminary [Ano92f, Ano02a, Ano02e, PWDD80, Cro95]. premature [WBCS85]. Preprocessor [Bak90a]. presentation [Bal99, Lis12], price [Fav91]. primitive [Dri91b, Dri91e, ISO91b]. principles [HEUV99]. Priorities [Ano06c, MD90, BW97a, MSM+03, RW99, RLC01]. Prioritized [Els09a]. Prioritizing [GG99, GG99]. Priority [Als87, Bri94, Bur87a, CS87, GS88, LMP90, Lev88, Lev11a, LS+88, MD90, Nae05, RSC16, AdlPT97, Srl06b, CR07]. PRISM [Wel97b]. Privacy [Car96]. Private [Bak91b, Bak93a, Gar84, Bei92, Gon91a]. Problem [Age85, Ano92j, Bel82, BW90c, CM90e, CM90g, Fuj87, SS89, SS97, WKT84, WQ83, bY93, BW90a, WGA90b]. Procedures [Ano99c, Bak90c, LV87, Pa90, VMM85, de 88, Bar09a, JR10, LS98, RK99, RSZ96]. procedure [GH99, GG99]. Procedures [Off87]. Proceedings [ACM82, ACM91a, ACM91b, ACM97, Ano93a, Ano02d, STF98, BHL+93, ACM80, Bar87, Obe94]. Process [Dow94, Mog91, MNG16, SYW85, Con97b, Cro95, WRL13, Dob01a, Sil98]. Processes [Ves89, Fer97]. Process [BBH80, Cra98, GPZdlP21, Jam98b, McCo7, McC09, PL07]. Processor [SK22, FSS87, Nae05, Rui10, SC06]. Processors [Cha82, VRH21, MMP13a, WB07a]. producing [Con03a]. product [BB85, SAH01, WW01]. Productive [CBW+21]. products [Ker98, Rom88]. products-updates [Ker98]. Profession [Ber86a]. Profile [Car17, DB98, GZdlP15, Hug23, RRG15, ARPT18, AdlP01, BB02, Bur13a, BV13, BWM13, Dob00, Dob01b, DdlP03, GLZdlP16, Gre13, LA99, VP10, Mic01, Ros11b, TGH13, Tok03, VC01, Var03, Wel01, BE02, Bar99a, Bar99b, BDV04, DR99, Mic02, RdIPFM01]. Profiles [ARG18, VR16, BBV97]. Program [Als83, Ano02a, BYY86, Bon84, DGLM85, Fri87, Gor83, Hii22, KF98, Lei12b, Lin82, Lin83, NS85, RS91, Ric20, Ala13, Edg01, Gar09, HS98, KSD12, KHe1, KK03, LSP01, LT99, Plo92, Sch10a, SC04a, SB05, WBCS13, Grie95]. Programmable [Cas02]. Programmed [Bur85b, Faf01]. programmer [Ker99]. programmers [MK91]. Programming [ACM80, Alv87, Ano00d, Bak91b, Bru17, BW89, BQ90, BW07a, CBW+21, Cho19, Coh82, Col89, DF84, DeL88a, DGBMC97, DoD87a, Dru82, FG82, GD00, GBCGDBC97, Hai00, HMZ00, HG07, Har22, HL86, Hou83,
HSW87, Jha90, KFS97, Leb82, Lis12, MB91, Mic13, Mic16, NMT92, PDG83, PVF01, PV18, Rog09e, Rout5, Sac89, Sch87a, SHR82, SCD+85, Sle12, Tok15, Wau83, WBCS13, Whi97, XRL+88, AP11, AC04, Ano10b, Bag98, Bak91a, Bar09g, BMT+14, BGGS14, Buh85, BWK+01, CC98, Car94, Del88b, Ebl91, FNS+85, Gol84, HCUW04, Joh93, MMP13a, NKN93, NM92, Och09f, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12a, PC05, Rog12a, Rog12b, San03a, Sei91, Sei92, SV99, Taf12, Taf13a, TMPM14, TP09, TT02, Ton99, WdlP97, WJS+02, Wic98, dlPRGB99.


qualifiable [San03b]. Quality [Ano93f, BD91, Mar19, Mol83, SCC22, AC11a, AC11b, Med91, Rad94]. Quantitative [Rei87]. Quasar3 [EKPPR04]. queries [LSP01]. questions [Col95a, CR97, Mat96]. Queues [Huf82, BW02]. Queueing [VRH21, KPP06]. Quick [Smi84]. Quicksort [Coh82]. Quiz [Reb17a, Reb17b, Och11].

MPV10, Mic01, Mic02, MMP13b, PV13, PV02, RSC18, RM18, RRG15, RdIPZF01, Rui10, Sri06d, TGH13, UZ07, VC01, Var03, Wel01, ZdlP02, dlPZR+01, dlPZ03.

Redistribution [Jam99]. Reducing [HEUV99, Maz89b]. Reduction [TMPM16].
redundancy [Due97]. redundant [Gar09, Sri06d]. Reengineering
[BHD98, Fa801]. Refactoring
[PS06, And04]. Reference
[Bak93a, Fag00b, Smi84, Ber86b, Bri12d, Bri12e, Bri12a, Pen91]. references
[Bri12a]. Refinement
[HCBM98b, dNW23, KPP ´ER06]. Reflection
[Gal20]. Reflections
[BDS81, Var03]. register
[Mah11, Mah12a]. rehabilitated
[Bak91a]. Rehost
[WD93]. rehosting
[Cle86]. Reimplementing
[VGD+97]. Rejuvenation [LV23]. Related
[Bak90c, Bak91c, Bar90a, FG90]. Relating
[Bur92]. Relational
[McC87b, PVV85, DCC85]. relationship
[Lei02]. Relationships
[MSW85, Bal95b]. relaxed
[Yav85]. Relaxing
[Be92]. Reliability
[KPP97, LBO84, Sac89, Gil99b, Ros10]. Reliable
[Ano99i, LC22, BC11, BWK+01, BMW13, Sch09]. religion
[Syi95]. remote
[GH99, GG99, WGA90b]. Rendezvous
[EHP80, Gil92a, Gil92b, Gil92c, Gil93a, Gil93b, Gil93c, Gil93d, Gil94a, Gil94b, JA82, MM98, PD82, RB85, LVM90, LW97, SM92]. Replacement
[Tin90]. Replacing
[LM93]. Replay [NPT97]. Replica
[PV99a, replicAda [DGBMC97]. Replication
[Tro20, Wol99]. Report
[Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92j, Ano93a, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93i, Ano99i, Bar85a, Bel80, BWV03, BV03, DV01, Fis83, GHV03, GNO92, HvKPT87, McC06b, Moo85, Mun91b, Off88c, Puk88c, RC01, Tas88, WV02, Bar98, Boy86, Bro88, Bro96, Edg01, GSO2, KGW+85, Kam98, MAM+03, Off88b, PW01, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sol91b, BRC92, Off88a]. Reporting
[Gau90b, GR90, DR99]. Reports
[Tok15]. Repositories
[Ano92]. repository
[Gic91]. Representation
[HLRS80, Nyb87, Sol91a, Taf82, Coh94, Dew09a, Dew09b, Mar99, Sol91b]. Reproducible
[Lom83, Lev95]. request
[Mah12b]. Requests
[Bur87a, Gau95]. queue
[VE92, WB07c]. requirement
[Bur13b]. Requirements
[BA90a, BYY86, FMG90, GG16, MNG16, SSGH+22, Vag20, Wei90a, Wei90, Bai10, Car99b, Fir91a, NBZ+20, Shu93, SLNM05]. Research
[Ano00d, Sch87a, WV98, Bal14]. Reselect
[LCN91]. Reserved
[Tro06, Wol84]. Resilience
[Tro20, Whe19, ZDM22]. Resilience-Aware
[ZDM22]. Resiliency
[Bod19]. Resolve
[GBC+14]. Resolution
[Bel80, FG86, Lev01a, MF91, PC90, Du09e, PG94]. Resource
[KPP97, San97, WKT84, Bak93c, LWB13, LCB09, WP13]. resources
[Lev11a]. Response
[Ada88, Bak92, Che91b, Mah12b, Off88a, Zdi02]. Responses
[Res88]. Responsibility
[KQT+21]. restated
[LS90]. Restricted
[BW97b, SB99]. restriction
[Sri06d]. restrictions
[UZ07]. restructuring
[BR94]. result
[BA98]. Results
[CC18, Gau90a, Gau90b, GR90, PG91, Roy90b, LW07]. Retargeting
[Cle86]. Rethinking
[Rym98]. retrospective
[Sch09]. Return
[Ano17b]. Reusability
[JLM+85, PD97, Fav91, KB97]. Reuse
[BBB97, Lat91, MDPK94, Moo94, SS94, AdB90, BBB98, Bow92, Con97b, FC91,
Hir94a, Hir94b, PB98, RH91, Sol91b, Wad92, Yu98, BBB97, PB98, Ano92a, Con98.

ReUSE/Ada [BBB97]. ReUse/Web [PB98]. ReUse_System [Gic91]. reversal [An05]. Reverse [YQZ+23, Wel97b].

Review [Led92, Orb85, Rog97, Rog09c, Rog11d, DeW06, Obe85]. Reviews [Har97].

Revising [Gre16]. Revision [Bru17, Ano10b, FG86]. revisited [Hek89].

Revisiting [BP13]. Right [McC00, WB10b].

Rigorous [Taf22a]. rise [Swa10]. Risk [Dob01a]. RT-Java [Dob01a]. RTEMS [CSSW10]. RTSJ [Wel03, WT03]. Rules [Bac84, Wei89, Bar95]. Run [All87, Ano93c, Ano93a, Ano94d, CU89, DM91, FG82, Bur13a, CAC+13, EK12, KGW+85, LHBK87, ML95b, RC10a, BHL+93].

Run-Time [All87, Ano93a, CU89, FG82, DM91, Bur13a, CAC+13, EK12, KGW+85, LHBK87, RC10a, BHL+93].

Scheduling [ChHB90a, CHHB90b, Coh88, CSL+87, Ehr88, LL88, LV87, Loc91, MD90, McC87a, RSC16, RSC18, RM18, RK99, SLM05, ZDM22, de 88, AH01, Asp01, BW03, GW03, GB94, HHBC90, RH01, RH02, RH03, SRC13b, SC13, SLM04, Sin07, Sri06c, TG09, TPG21, WV02, WT03, WB10a].

Schemata [Bak86]. Scheme [The90].

Schemes [Ano17c, GS85]. Schizophrenic [BPP06]. Science [Ada88, Ano99f, MH98, Off88a, Off88b, Off88c, CC98, FME01, LC86, SBH+88, Toa96].

Scientific [LL98, Whi97, Mac96]. SCOPE [Gar09, NS85, Rog11b]. script [Abb96].

scripting [Bri09b, Bri09c]. SD [Bro91].

SDSAWG [GMO92, Ano92i, Ano93g, Fir86]. Search [BM85, WT89, Bri09a, WT88]. searching [Hea08a].

SEATECS [Mye85]. Second [Bar88, Obe85, Orb94, Orb85, Ano88b].

section [Bra98]. sector [Gil99b]. Secure [MGB+23, Bar09b, Bar09c, Bar09d, Bar09e, Bar09f, Bar09g, Bar09h, Bar09j, Bar09k, Bar09m, Bar09n]. Security
[BCH+19, BMGS20, Cas20, Cho19, FOSC23, ICS22, Pro20, TaF20, CH04, Cha07b, Dav04, HSWP12, KNB08, Mar19, MSW98b, Moy11c, Moy11d, RDS98, Sai08]. see [Dew07a, BMW94, Pen91].

[SEI
Fell, Rob86]. Select [The90]. Select-And [The90]. Selected [Taf97]. Selection [NW83, NW+84, TR87]. Selective [LMP90, LCN91]. Self [Fuj87, Lom83, RLPD98, Gom04, Lav95]. Self-Intersection [RLPD98]. Self-Organizing [Fuj87, Gan04]. Self-Reproducing [Lom83, Lav95]. SEMANOL [BBH80]. Semantic [Ano94a, Col95a, SB80, Vla93, Vla94, vHLKBO85, CR97, RT09]. Semantics [KMS82, Li82, CAC+13, Goo90, Lar14, RLC01]. Semaphores [bY94, Rog11c]. sensor [BC95]. separate [Khr95]. September [Off88c]. Sequence [FHN83]. Sequencing [HL85c]. Sequential [Moo18, KP86b, KP86a]. Server [Ano95k, CS87, Obr09, Obr12a, Qui11a, Ano95i]. servers [BW07a]. Service [BS13, KPP97, Swa09b, SB11, SB12, Lev09a, Swa07a, Swa07b]. Service-oriented [BS13, SB11, SB12, Swa07a, Swa07b]. services [AH01, PQT99, RH01, Swa07a, ZEdlP13]. Serving [LXY98]. Session [ARG18, Asp01, BH02, BB02, BV13, BW13c, BdlP15, BW16c, CR18, DdlP03, GdlP02, GP18, HP01, MdlP16, PMMI3b, PMM15, PM16, PV18, RR13, RdlP13, RR16, RM18, RH16, TB02, TD03, VP03, VH10, VW13, VR16, VW18, WT03, WP13, WR15, dlPP02, dlPM13, IPB18, BBV97, Bur99b, BWV03, BV03, BV10b, DV01, GLV97, Gil99b, GHV03, Har99a, HBTW99, Kam99, PK97, WdlP97, Wel99, Wel01, WV02, Dob01a]. Set [MP89, Haa08a, MP91, San89]. SETA1 [LWF91, MKP91b, TaF91b]. SETA2 [Obe94, BP94, Dow94, MPDK94]. Sets [Lar22, RSC16, SGW90a]. setting [SRC13b, SC13]. seventeenth [LC86]. Seventy [Ano93h]. Shared [Els90b]. Sharing [San97, LWB13, Mar05]. Sheet [Sm84a]. SHELL [Wes97a, Wes97b]. shift [Cha11]. Ship [KS01]. Shoreham [STF98]. shortcuts [Bri11b]. shots [MC05]. Should [CS87, Ker82, BBPT12, Con97, TaF06]. sic [JF98b, ML99]. side [SC01]. side-by-side [SC01]. sides [Sma09]. Sieve [And88, Col98, Dri89a, Dri89b, Hek89]. SIG [Wh85]. SIGAda [Ano93c, Ano93a, Ano95m, MH20, STF98, ACM97a, ACM91b, Ano92f, Ano92i, Ano93g, Ano93i, Ano93j, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95j, Ano95k, Ano95l, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o, Ano99p, Ano99q, Ano99r, Ano99s, Ano99t, Ano99u]. SIGAda’98 [Ano99i]. SIGCSE [LC86]. Signal [GPZdlP21, Gar09, PL07]. Signaling [BA90b, Lev91]. Signals [Moo18]. SIGPLAN [ACM80]. SIMD [SK22]. Simple [AP84, FGN85, Gic90, SJ91, Hof86, LHFD13, Qui11a, SP12, WBCS13, Yav85]. SimpleGraphics [MKK99]. Simplest [Age85]. Simplicity [Sie21]. Simplified [Hir94c, SGJ89]. simulate [DPP+09]. Simulating [Per88]. Simulation [AS87, Bru82, Bu16, CCC23, MG87, SC87, Sho87, Abb96, Gan01, MMN09, Mah13, WD93, HDHH98]. simulations [PL07]. simulator [Bro03, ML95b, SC06]. Simulink [XWZ+23]. Simulink/Stateflow [XWZ+23]. Singhoff [Rog11d]. single [HR03]. situated [LS98]. situational [SG06]. Sixth [Ano92k]. size [AAAG21]. skeletons [NLA05]. slicer [SC04a, SB05]. SlowSort [Con90]. Small [BA90a, Bun85, ARPT18]. Smallest
**Smalltalk** [BMW94], **smart** [Och12a, Och12b, DRF97], **SMP** [KK03, WB07a], **SMT** [Lar22], **SOA** [BS13, Swa07a, Swa09b, SB12, SB11], **SOAP** [Obr12a, Obr12b], **SOAP/WSDL** [Obr12a, Obr12b], **smart** [Och12a, Och12b, DRF97], **SMP** [KK03, WB07a], **SMT** [Lar22], **SOA** [BS13, Swa07a, Swa09b, SB12, SB11], **SOAP** [Obr12a, Obr12b], **SOAP/WSDL** [Obr12a, Obr12b], **Soaring** [Bak91b], **societies** [Sot06], **Socket** [Cri01], **Socket-Based** [Cri01].

**Software** [ACM91b, Ada88, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92i, Ano93a, Ano93g, Ano99a, Ano99i, Ano00d, AC85, BM85, BT88a, BT88b, BGK+82, BCG+84, Ben94, Ber86a, BRW97, Car89a, Cra89a, Cra82a, Eme83, Fal91, FAT+23, FOSC23, FMN80, Fra87a, Fri83, Gar83, Gib00, Gon90, GMO92, Har22, Har82, Har97, JLM+85, KB97b, Lev92b, Lev93b, Lev93c, Lev93e, Lev94b, Lev99a, Lev00, Lev01b, Lev02a, Lev10, Lev15a, Lev02, LV23, LNR87, MK83, McC00, McD88b, MP98, Moe94, NAT20, PJPD11, RH91, RDP97, Rob92, Sch7b, SS85, SS87, Si98, SSFO86, Tem84, Ter87, Ver21, Ver22, Wil91, WL98, YQZ+23, vDL84, ACP11a, ACP11b, Ame01, Ano89a, AdB90, Bar09b, Bar09c, Bar09d, Bar09e, Bar09f, Bar09g, Bar09h, Bar09i, Bar09j, Bar09k, Bar09l, Bar09m, Bar08, BGGS14, Boe99, Bro07, BC11].

**Software** [BHL+93, BTB+10, Buz16, Car99b, Car88a, CFH+13, Cha13, Cha07a, Che92, Col99b, Con97b, Dav05, DA13, Edg91, Fal94, FBL+10, FC91, Fre86b, Gic91, Gil99b, HB96, HS98, HCBM98a, HEUV99, Irw96, Jar07, Jen9, Lan10, LW07, LFT12, Lev90, Lev92a, Lev93a, Lev93d, Lev94a, Lev95a, Lev95b, Lev95c, Lev95d, Lev96a, Lev96b, Lev97b, Lev97c, Lev98b, Lev98c, Lev99b, Lev02b, Lev04, Lev05d, Lev05b, Lev05c, Lev06, Lev08, Lev09b, Lev11b, Lev11c, Lev13, LSRM12, Mar19, McC99, Mic02, MY98, MP91, OS12, Off88b, Off88c, Pet10, Pui95, Rad94, San12, San01b, SS91, SBH+98, Sny91, SG06, SVK+14, Taf01b, Ven08, Wan99, Yu98, Fis83, Mye85, Off88a, SS94, Tas88].

**Software-Based** [FOSC23].

**software-in-the-loop** [Buz16]. **software-intensive** [Mar19]. **Solution** [Age85, Dob90, Hir94c, by93, Ano88, Shu93, WGA90b]. **solutions** [BCF94, Col98], **solve** [Bar09a]. **Solving** [LS98, SS97]. **SOM** [CN96]. **Some** [Bak90c, Hek83, VNMN85, Led95a]. **Songbook** [Ano91b]. **Soundness** [LKSL19]. **Source** [AGG+80, Wal85a, WB89, Bar08, Brio09, Gar09, Kle21, Con97a]. **Source-to-Source** [AGG+80]. **Sources** [Ano17b]. **SP1** [Bar07b]. **SP2** [Swa07a]. **Space** [CM90e, JARKS22, SK22, Tok03, VC01].

**Spacecraft** [BC16, Triu95]. **spaceport** [Bar14]. **SPADS** [RDP97]. **Spare** [Reb17a]. **SPARK** [Ano10a, Bar00, Bar09m, BHR+11, BC16, Cha00, Cha11, CAC+13, CHGH19, Cro14, Dro22, EH13, Gre21, HG14, Hum22, Jen09, Lau07, LW07, LCB09, Moy11a, Moy11b, NAT20, PJPD11, Rog21, Ruo05, San05, SB05, Taf13a, Taf20]. **SPARK**. **Specific** [Ano10a]. **speaks** [DFGZ09]. **SpeAR** [WG20, Wang20]. **Special** [Ano93a, CM90a, McC06b, Bra98, WGA90a]. **specialised** [dIPRGB99]. **specific** [Jac13, Nyb10a, Sr06b]. **Specification** [Ano94a, BH14, BG90, Col95a, Dro22, Fle86, LNR87, NW83, NW+84, PDV98, Via93, Vla94, Wang20, vHLKBO85, BHR02, BHO2, CR97, Dob01a, Lar14, Log13a, Sol91b, Taf11]. **Specifications** [BCH+19, HB96, Puk93].

**Specifying** [BKC91, Che91b, Moy17e, Py84]. **Spectroscopy** [CA89]. **speed** [DB09]. **speeding** [MRB06]. ** speedy** [Cha11]. **SPERBER** [Plo84]. **sponsored** [Hir92]. **Sporadic** [ABW95, BW94]. **Spot** [BGGS14].

**SQL** [BST90, Bry88, DD87, Lop99, Moe91]. **SQL_ArmedA** [BST90]. **St.** [ACM97]. **stable** [KS01]. **Stack** [Car17, Moe11, Och12c]. **Stacks** [LV23].
Stand [Pow90]. Stand-alone [Pow90].

Standard
[Ano99d, KS84, MF04, Rob92, Ros86b, Sal92, Smi84, Bro11, Bur90, Dri91c, Dri91a, Dri91b, Dri91d, Dri9e, Hod91a, Hod91b, ISO91a, ISO91b, Moo96, Ros86a, Spi00, Squ91a, Squ91c, CHGH19, The90]. standard-missile [Spi00]. standardization [Moo98]. Standardized [Gic90, Mat96]. Standards [Ano92i, Ano93g, DF84, Van86, BA07, Ros11a, GMO92]. STAR [Zhu90]. Started [Rez22]. startup [Bar09j]. State [HPT81, San00, Bal99, DG97]. Stateflow [XWZ +23]. Statement [LCN91, The90, GL89, Mor95a, RH10]. Statements [Bak86, Reb17b, CXY01]. States [Gri98]. Static [AD03, AC04, And20, Bla07, CBW94, Ehr94, KNB08, Mar21, PR98, Bar08, Dew07b, GG87, JR10, Sa¨ı08, Ven08]. Statistics [ZW83]. Status [Ano93e, Wel01, DdlP03, MB08, WJS +01]. STD [Buc87, FG86, GG87, RM88, Roa88, Ros86b, Ros86a, Roa89]. Steel [Bak93a]. Stealing [Taf22b, Taf12]. Steelman [Whe97]. Stein [DeW86]. Stephe [Lea04]. steps [Bis88, TPG21]. Stereo [RLPD98]. Stereo-lithography [RLPD98]. Stimulus [Che91b]. Stimulus-Response [Che91b]. STL [Hea04]. Storage [GS85, KT87, Men87]. Store [Kim21]. Strategies [Bak93b, Hii82, Wil85]. strategy [OWSB08, RSZ96]. stream [Rog90d, WA07]. Streams [Cri01, PW97]. strength [AC03]. strengths [SHT +23]. String [Car89b, WT89, OWSB08, WT88]. Strings [SGW90b, Bak93b]. Strong [BYY86]. Strongly [Sa92]. Structure [Bec83, Cam92, DCBM97, JF98b, Moo94, Mos22, Win84, BL86, GG87, JF98a]. Structured [Bak86, Bak91b, FIr91b, KBT84, Pri82, Shu91, We85]. Structures [Ceb97, Dau87, Dun98]. Studies [HF84, HHR +86]. studio [CH06]. Study [BCMC23, Dob83, HvKPT87, JF98b, KPP97, MP84, NAT20, Rog21, Shu87, Tra89, Cle86, DPB +97, Fav91, Fre86b, JF98a, KPPER06, KB97a, LVM90, Sch91, Sun87, Wad92, Wek90]. Style [SJ91, ER86, HHR +86, Khr95]. subclasses [DG97]. Subgroup [Min91a, Sol91a, Sol91b]. subject [Hof86]. Sublanguages [BCD83]. subset [Hir94a, Hir94b, San03b, Taf13a]. Subunits [Bur92]. successful [Spi00]. such [BB02]. Suggested [Dob90]. Suggestions [WA07]. Suitability [Yem82]. Suite [PC90, RS91, Pri01, Tan91b]. Summary [ARG18, Ano93k, Bro82, BW93b, BdlP15, BW16c, CR18, Eme83, Gil92a, Gil92b, Gil92c, Gil93a, Gil93b, Gil93c, Gil93d, Gil94a, Gil94b, GP18, Kam95, LWF91, MdlP16, PMM15, PM16, PV18, RR16, RM18, RH16, SPS88, VR16, VW18, WR15, dIPU07, IPB18, Ben94, BMT +14, Bro88, BH02, BP94, BBV97, Bur99b, BB02, BW10b, BV13, BW13c, Dow94, GLV97, Har99a, HF01, Kam99, MDFK94, PK97, Pen91, PMP13b, RR13, RdIP13, Rob86, So88, SHT +23, TB02, TD03, VP03, VHP10, VW13, Wal94, WdIP97, Wel99, Wel01, WT03, WP13, dIP02, dIPM13, Dob01a]. Summer [ACM91b, Ano92f, Ano95m]. summit [Blaz97]. Sun [Dob01a]. Sunday [Ano99]. Supervisor [Fal82, RB55]. Supervisors [Ros87d]. Support [Bak87a, BOM97, Bra82, BKC91, BW13b, DGC +84, DL88a, Dru82, Fai80, Gór20, Gre16, HCBM98b, Hou83, MB91, MR83, MK91, NDP00, Pie85, PR90, RSC18, RB85, RdlPZFM01, RSK +19, SK22, TGH10, Wag85, Wel91, BPP06, BB98, BW92, BW03, BWM13, CMWT21, CBB +97, Cre90, DeL88b, GLZdlP16, Gre18, LYB +10, PV98, PV02, RH07, SRC13a, Srio06c, Taf01a, WB10a]. Supporting [BW10c, Dmn98, HSB +22, HW88a, HW88b, JECK89, AdB90, ER86, Gan03]. suppress
[Dis09]. suppressed [EK12]. Surveill-
ance [LT99]. Survey [Ano92i, AC85, Che91a, 
Lad89, Lin82, Lin83, Seb87, Gil99a].
Survivable [Cor83]. suspending 
[WGA90b]. SW [LKH16]. Swarm [SS20].
Swarms [SSB + 20, SS20]. Sweden [BRC98].
SweetAda [Gal22]. SWIM [Sch10a].
switches [SC06]. symbiotic [Lei02].
Symbol [Cra98]. Symbolic 
[dNW23, BHR + 11]. Symposium 
[ACM80, ACM91b, Ano91a, Obe94, 
BHL + 93, LC86, Ano93a, Moo85].
Symposium/Summer [ACM91b].
Synchronization 
[Bos12, dB99, Bal95a, Elr89, GSX99, dB97a].
synchronized [MSK05]. Synchronous 
[ACM89, AB98, BHD98, BCMC23, CA89, 
Cor83, Deb83, FG82, Fri98a, Fuj87, Gil84, 
Jam98a, Kam83, Kie89, Lev82a, Lev82b, 
MME09, MG87, MK91, NAT20, Nyb87, 
PGRZ92, PVV85, PF20, Pro20, Rud83, 
Sch87a, Sch87b, Tha82, Tok16, Whe86, 
Whe87, Whe19, Wli82, Wil87, WV98, 
WB89, ZWS3, AID05, Ano89c, BBB98, 
BdlPZ10, BF99, Buk85, BKW94, CVW92, 
CM94, Cle86, Fai01, Fri98b, Goo13, HB96, 
KS01, Kle89, Lar14, LW07, LG88, LCB09, 
MMSN09, MWRH13, NKN93, OWSB08, 
OS12, Pot04, RH07, Ros10, SP12, Tri95, 
Aus22, Bra94, CN96, Leo85, Mos20, Nil12a].
system-critical [HB96]. system-level 
[MMSN09]. System-Oriented [Sch87b].
SystemAda 
[MMSN09, MN90, Mah12b, Mah13].
systematically [Mar9]. SystemC 
[LKH16, Mah13]. Systems 
[Alv87, Ano99f, AL00, BKS87, BCB + 22, 
Bak87a, BSPK22, Bal97, BA90a, BDD + 82, 
Bod19, BTP22, BMGS20, Bri94, Bur85b, 
Che97, Che91b, CG88, Col87, DGBMCG97, 
DoD87b, FMS98, Gal20, GG16, Jan88, 
Kim21, KBT84, KQT + 21, KU84, Kni87, 
Kru90, Lan10, Mac80, MGB + 23, MGF16, 
Mea87, MMPT16, Mic16, Mye85, PM16, 
PR90, PR98, Rog09e, Ros87b, Rou85, Sac89, 
Sch87b, Ta91a, TCRW88, Tok15, TBA98, 
Wag85, Wel87, Wel97a, XWZ + 23, ZDM22, 
de 87, AH01, ABW95, AIP979, Ame01, 
AAAG21, AW01, Ber05, Boe99, Bri92a, 
Bri92b, BDV04, BW10b, CSSW09, CSSW10, 
CBB + 97, Dav04, DPF + 09, Dev06, DPB + 97, 
Fis12, Fus91, Gan04, GH99, GH01, Gar90, 
GLV97, Gid96, Gln90, GDMH02, GG99, 
HM91, IMM95, Kam95, KK03, LRS09, 
MM21, MGV99, Mar19, MPK94, MCS97].
systems 
[McC07, Moe97, Nae05, New95, 
PZ97a, PT99, Pet10, PV98, PV99b, 
PM13b, Qui11a, Qui11b, Qui11c, Qui12, 
RH01, Rog09a, Ros87c, Ros11b, Rui10, 
RK99, Snt05, Sch99, Swa09a, Ta91b, 
TP98, TPG21, UKDH97, UZ07, VGD + 97, 
WA07, WRL13, Wea10, Wel91, Wel03, 
WB07a, WBCS13, Wic98, ZdlP13].
T [DRF97]. T-SMART [DRF97]. Table 
[Tro06]. Tactical [Mye85]. Taft [The90].
Tailored [All87]. Tailoring [Wai98].
tainted [Moy11c]. tail [Puc17]. Tannig 
[Pag82]. Tapestry [Con98]. Target [Ber84].
Targeting [CDG97, EJK97, Gan01].
Targets [AC85, DGR + 84, Mid87, TR87].
TASH [Wes97a, Wes97b]. Task 
[Ada88, Ber15, BJRW96, BN87, BW03, 
BW16a, Che97, Cla87c, Cnh88, CS87, Fal82, 
HPT81, HL85c, KVT88a, Lla92, LV97, 
Nie86, Off88a, Off88b, Off88c, RSC16, Sac89, 
Tas88, WBP97, Bri12e, DRF97, HR03, 
KVT88b, ML99, Che92]. task-safe [DRF97].
Tasking [Bak87b, Bak90b, BOM97, BN87, 
BW90d, BBV97, CAU88, Che90, Che91a, 
Cle2, Col98, DB98, DR99, Elr88, Fra87b, 
GL98, Gon88, HL85a, Hli82, Le87, LB80, 
MTO, Mur90, OB97, RB85, Ros87d, SB99, 
T-SMART [DRF97].
tasking-model [BW90b].

Tasks [PQR18].

Tasks [Ber15, CU89, Coh85, FCS83, GS88, Hek83, KPP97, LXY98, Mal88, Pap89, Pie87, Quh90c, Rom00, San00, SN94, ABW95, BW94, FSS87, GB94, Lev97a, LVM90, LMV93, RT21, WB07a].

TASTE [BBB*23].

Taxonomy [CM90f, PF20, SN88a, Fer97, Hou83, SN88b].

Tcl [MVG99, MKK99, Wes97a, Wes97b].

Tcl-Tk [MVK99].

Tcl/Tk [MKK99].

TCOL [Bro80].

TCOL-Ada [Bro80].

Teach [SS97, Bag98].

Teaching [Bro98a, CU89, Coh85, FCS83, GS88, Hek83, KPP97, LXY98, Lom83, Mal88, Pap89, Pie87, Quh90c, Rom00, San00, SN94, ABW95, BW94, FSS87, GB94, Lev97a, LVM90, LMV93, RT21, WB07a].

Team [MC89, McD88a, McD88b].

Teams [MK91].

Technical [Bak92, Tok15, LC86].

Techniques [Col89, Sch87a, Yu97, dB97b].

Technologies [Ano99i, BCHR12, Bot99b, Kan12b, Ros10].

Technology [AW91, Boy89, DDJ98, Fis83, Log13b, OW82, Weg82, KSD12, Kle21, PW01, We10].

Telegen2 [Mat91].

Telesoft [Mat91].

Third [Ano90d].

Thread [RH07].

Threads [MK99, Taf13b].

Three [Bis88, Men88].

Three [Ali87, Alv87, Ano88b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91c, Ano93a, Ano93h, Ano93k, Ano94d, Ano97, Ano00i, Ano02d, Ano06a, Ard87, Bak87a, Bak90c, Bak90e, Bak91c, Bar87, BA90a, BTP22, Bri92a, Bri92b, Bri94, BW15, CUS9, Chr87a, CM90g, CSL+87, DB98, FG82, FAT+23, Gre16, HSW87, Mac80, McC87a, MR10, MdlP16, Mic16, Pau87, PS84, PMMT15, PR90, RSC16, RSC18, RM18, SW87, Sot06, SCC22, Taf91a, Tok03, We90a, de 87, AH01, ABW95, AD93, AdlPT97, AAAG21, Bak90d, BTVC99, BCF94, Bos13, BdlPJ10, BJR996, Bro88, BD01, BHR02, BHO2, Buh85, BKW+94, BW90a, BW92, BW93a, BW93b, BW94, BW07a, Bur13a, CS91, Chr87b, Col99b, CAC+13, DM91, DV01, Ear92, EK12, EKPP04, Fer97, Gal20, GH01, GB94, GHV03, GDAG97, GilP02].

Time [Goo90, GS10, Gre13, GS13, GDHM02, HMRF97, Har99a, HP01, HR03, HMC88, HM03, KG+85, LHKB87, LN91, LSRM12, LG88, LVM90, LT99, Mah13, MM+03, McC99, McC07, McC09, McC10, MS11, MMP13a, MMPT16, Mop97, MKK99, MP91, NAF05, NLA05, New95, New99, Nil12a, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pet10, PV98, PV99b, PV99a, PV02, PRQ21, Pot04, RC10a, RC10b, RH01, RH07, RH10, Rog99a, Rog11d, Rus13, SRC13a, San03a, Ser99, SNLM04, Sn017, Sro06a, Taf91b, TGH10, TPG21, UKD97H, UPRZ07, VGB+07, WWB99, WD93, We90, WdiP97, We03, WB07b, WB10b, Whi10, Wre92, Zdp02, ZdP13, Zdp12, dPrB99, dPlZ03, Ano93b, ACWB89, Bar88, BKWS88, BHL+93, Bur87b, BW87, BW90c, Col87, Dob01a, Dom87, GB87, LD87, Mea87, Rog99e, VMNM85, de 87].

Time-partitioned [AAAG21].

Time-Related [Bak90c, Bak91c].

Time-Triggered [RSC16, RSC18].

TimeBench [BKW+94].

Timers [Gre16, GS13, HR03].

Timing [AW88, AW89, CB07, CdN16, HF84, Lev15b].
37

SRC15, WB15, CBW94]. **Timing-Event**

[Tips [Ba94]. title [WG09a0]. Tk

[MVG99, MKK99]. **TLM** [Mah12b].

**TLM2.0** [Mah13]. **TLM_FIFO** [Mah13].

**TM** [Bro97], together [RT21]. tokeneer

[KW11a, KW11b, KW11c, KW11d, KW11e, KW11f]. **Tokyo** [Puk88]. **Tolerance**

[GGP+90, KR88, LV23, BPP06, DB09, GdlP02, Kam99, LYB+10, PV98, Wol97, Wol99]. **Tolerant**

[AA88, AA89, DGBMCG97, KU84, Kni87, GLV97, MP91, PS06, SG06]. too [Har94c].

**Tool** [And20, Ano91a, FGN85, Hov00, Obe94, PBB+88, Con97b, DBP+88, Con97b, DBP+97, ER86, KNB08, Sol91b].

**toolset** [DRF97, DA13, Jen99, Wol97b, Gro97].

**toolsets** [GST+97]. topic [WG09a0]. **Total**

[Med91]. **Tour** [Con97c]. tracer [EF01].

**Traces** [LP85]. **Track** [McC00]. **Tracz**

[Wek90]. **Traditional** [EJK98]. Traffic

[Ans22, ACW04, Kie06, OWSB08]. **Training**

[AB87, Bra83a, Seb87, BB85, HS98, Mac86, McD88b]. transaction

[Kie99, Mah11, Mah12a]. transactional

[TGH10]. transactions

[BP13, KR01a, KR01b, PMJPA01].

**Transfer**

[Qui90a, Td88, Weg82, de 88, AW91, AV93, BRR92, BWD90, Mah11, Mah12a, Qui90b].

**Transformation** [Bak86].

**Transformational** [KB83]. Transforming

[LYX98, SJ91]. **Transition**

[Coh81, FMN80, Woo88a, Woo88b, Wal85b].

**Transitioning**

[CH97, Har82, Wis99, LRS09]. **Transitions**

[HPT81]. Translating

[GHVVW93, HvKPT87, Ste80, Men09]. **Translation**

[AGG+80, AB87, Led95b, PBB+88, PDV98, The90, Hir94a, Hir94b]. **Translator**

[DFS+80]. **Transparent**

[PW97, Wol99]. **Transporting** [Fre86b].

**Traps** [SS89]. Tree [FD16, BD91]. **Trends**

[CMR90]. **TRI** [ACM91a, ACM97, Ano92m, Ano92j, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano94h, Rob97].

**TRI-Ada** [ACM91a, Ano92m, Ano92j, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano94h]. **Tri-Ada’96**

[Rob97]. **TRI-Ada’97** [ACM97]. **TriAda**

[STF98]. **Trig** [Sal92]. Triggered

[RSC16, RSC18, RM18]. truly [Car99a].

**Trust** [Har92, TRT16, TS20, BBPT12].

truth [Moy97d]. **TSL** [HL85c]. **TTF**

[BWM13]. **TTF-Ravenscar** [BWM13].

**Tucker** [The90]. **Tunnel** [Ben94]. **Turing**

[Lis12]. **Turtle** [Bra85, MRB06]. **Tutorial**

[Nil12b, Taf12, Taf13b, Wie82, San12, Wie95]. **Two**

[BM85, Boy87, ER86, Fir87a, Gib00, WQ83].

**Type** [Bac82, Bel80, MF91, WQ93, Hod91a, Hod91b, KET96, Led95b, Men09, Moy11c, Moy11d, Sei91]. **type-based**

[Moy11c, Moy11d]. **type-safe** [Men09].

**Typed** [Sal92]. **Types**

[Bak91b, Bak93a, Car91, Cla87c, Gar84, GES89, GA90, HLRS80, Hof86, Jam98a, KW98, KV88a, Ler01, Lla92, SHR82, Wie82, Yeh82, And05, Bak93c, Be992, Bos13, BD92, Duf08b, Duf08c, EGC13, Gom91a, Had91a, Had91b, Kir12, KV98b, Led95a, LBO84, Och11, Rau09d, WJS01].

**typical** [Ros09]. **Typing** [BYY86, Bar90d].

**UA** [DRK23]. **UDP** [RR14]. **UK**

[Bar87, Gil99b]. **Ultracomputer** [SS85].

**UML** [Fa01, Pet10, San05, Sei14].

**Undergraduate** [BRV97, Ru905].

**Underneath** [Bar98]. **Understanding**

[Wor97, Nil12b]. **Unified** [XWZ01].

**uniform** [LW01]. **Uniformity** [Ko91].

**Unify** [WL98]. **Uninitialized** [Dew17].

**unit** [Bri09d]. United [Gri98]. **Units**
[Mud87, Vol90, Bal95c]. unity [HD85].
Universal [Fis84b, Fro15, HB88].
UNIVERSAL_FILE_NAMES [Wan90].
UNIX [ER86, SHLR80]. Unlimited [LBO84]. Unmanned [CSSW09, CSSW10, Hum22, Wea10, SG06, Swa09a].
Unorthogonalities [Bac84]. Unpredictability [Maz89b].
unsigned [BCS89]. until [BRF92, LA99]. Update [Lin83, MC22, Tok15, BH02, Ker86, MB08, Ree86]. Updated [Tro12]. updates [Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98].
Updating [Coh86].
Uppsala [BRC98]. USA [ACM80, STF98]. Usability [BW90b, BW90d]. usable [Rob92].
USAF [SCFG04]. Usage [BMC23, BG90, Cel97, Fri98b, Seb87, BW93a]. Usage/Performance [BG90].
USC [KMS82]. USC-SCI [KMS82]. Use [BYY86, BC16, Bur85a, BQ90, Car90, DoD87b, FAT+23, For90, FOFY87, Gar84, HDHH98, KBT84, Kle06, KU84, Lei99b, LCB09, Men88, MMPT16, Mos22, Pie87, Rac89, Rom00, Ros10, SSB+20, Tok15, WGC17, Wil87, BDV04, EK12, Fri87a, IMM85, Lei00, Rac88, Ros87a, Sin07, Var03, Wic98]. used [BC95, Ker97, ML95a, ML95b, Triu95]. User [ACM85, Ano92k, BE02, BDF+85, CM94, Deb83, Fag00b, Fri83, Mac84, Rob92, WB10b, Wa94, For90]. User-defined [WB10b]. User-Friendly [Deb83]. Users [Ano92g, Ano92h, KQT+21, Con97d, Bar85a, Gau95].
Using [ACM87a, AN05, Bag98, BT88b, BHD98, Bur87a, BH90, CLY98, DGC+84, DDJ98, Druf99, DH80, DHI82, FCS83, FL98, Gal20, Gar83, Gib00, GOr20, HB96, HFr84, Hek83, Hir92, Jam98a, Laut07, MK87, Mac87, Mai88, MM17, MK83, Mau07, MR87b, MG87, MCS97, NAT20, Nyb87, PV02, Sal92, Sny91, SS97, Swa07b, Taf01c, Tan91a, Toa96, Tom97, VC01, Vas91, Win84, WV98, Yu97, ABW01, AW01, Bak93c, BTVC99, Bar09a, BHR+11, BCCHR12, BdIPZ10, Bro04, Car06a, CXY01, Col99b, CAC+13, DPP+09, DCC85, FME01, FaB01, Fui87, Gid96, Gri98, Hov00, Jam98b, Jr10, Lar22, LHFD13, Lei12b, Lit97, LVM90, LS98, Mic02, MY98, Moo97, NDM98, NDPR99, Och99c, PMLPA01, Pet10, PlO09, Pow97, PL07, Ros11b, Ru05, SS89, Swa07a, Swa09a, Taf90, Taf12, TP98, TS20]. using [Wag20, WD93, Wha13, dB97b].
utilities [WB07b]. utilization [HCT+98].
v.2 [LHFD13]. v2 [RD23]. VADS [MB91].
Validate [DPP+09]. validating [MMB+03, Moy11d]. Validation [Goo80, Off87, PDV98, RS91, VGGS20, Bra99, HMC88, Squ91c]. Value [CEG23].
Values [Gre90]. VANETs [TS20]. Variabilities [Sal89]. Variable [Car89b, Sa98]. Variable-Length [Car89b]. Variables [Els90b, HLR80, DG97, SC04b].
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